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Pabutab Etitning ,$ettn.
VOL. XVIII. NO.230.

INTERVENTION IS 1
cpus ONLY'HOPE

PADUCAH. KY.. SATURDAY EVENING. SEPTEMBER
22. 1906.

It is the daily average circulation of a newnpaner that the
ahrewd advertiser love...Algae-a—
"High Water" days don't count_
The eon's daily average last
month was 8940.

SEVERAL PLACES
ARE MADE WANT

MR, FARMER,
Had No Money in Bank at Paris sad
Is Wanted,

HIGH WATER MARK
IS REACHED TODAY

10 CENTS PER, WEEK

IVEATHEIt — Inc-tiled with
occaeional ahem/', tonight or
Sunday. Cooler in west
la.rthin•
'Die higeent temperatun. reached
yomirirday ens Ss and the loured was 70 this morning.

Mr. James Thompson, of the Terrell Livery company, last night cashed a check for a man giving the
And Taft So Notified PresiBoard of Public %Norio+ Cuts name of T. H. Farmer
from Paris. Enrollment in High School is
Charged With Contracting in
deet Rdosevelt.
Tenn., on a Perla bank. The cheek
Down Street Department.
One Hundred Siity-Five.
was for $7.50 and this morning an
Count)
. Road 1%(wk.
investigation developed the fact that
no
such a man had money in the
Link isossitvility of liringing Two ginning June 1, 1901, and
ending AltProPrlation Will Be Used Hencebank. The police are this afternoon Football Team Goes
extremes Together tin Steidle
June 1, 1917. The company asks
Ace Metropolis the seceetary of state to place the
forth in Taking Care at
looking for Farmer.
names of the nominees of the party Sullen beer Johnsen E•plains that
that a receiver be appointed, the
October 5, to Meet Illinois
Ground.
St recta.
The Tee Men Have Teams
on the ballot. Chief Justice Gaines
city having been enjoined from
Boys.
paytee the Roads.
announc
ed
ing the bonds by private individuals,
that there was a grave
doubt a bet her the court could issue
and the city shall be ordered to levy
PALMA MAT RESIGN OFFICE.
a mandamus of the character during
a direct tax upon all taxables of
the SPECIAL MEETING OF BOARD.
NEW UeilinORM/4 ARE ORDERED vacation
and set the caes. for hearing NOTHING VONCEALED RV
city for such length of time as
may
THEM
Oct. 1 in the regular term before the
be necessary to pay off the
alleged
full
bench.
indebte
H.
K.
R. Green. the nomdness of the city to the water
Bulletin, Havana, Sept. =L—
When the gereecal council dittified
company.
The second week of school was inee of the party for governor, is
A congremman whlw•e relations
the board of pubie works to put the
If the charges of the grand Jury
with the adnenetration are
finished yesterday afternoon with persona:le a party to the proceedings.
"23" Sign on all extra help the metea At Least 125 Entries ‘'ill
are sustained
Magistrates John
Be the highest attendance and enrollclose. aaerrts this morning that
refereed to the tweet department, and
Thompson and W. E. Lane, met,
Preeident Palma and members
ment
in the High school in the hisOn The Books.
developments Came yesterday afterberm of the beat families In tit,
of his cabinet probably will retore of the schools. The total ennoon when the board of public works
,
ounty, will be subjected to a fine
sign today and Intervestioa is
roement
in
the
schools
today exceeds
Wet ir special session.
of from $50 to $100. They were inthat of the first two weeks of last
selieeted.
Street Importer Alonzo Elliott and Firemen Are Working Hard
OF CABOOKIK AND BOX CAR ROBdicted by the grand jury fornaking
to Get year by several hundred
. Today the
just slough tam, to clean the streets
Animals
tit
Conditi
KENTUchi' INVITED TO AT- financial part in the building or
on for the
BER ARE CAUGHT,
Sugar Trust Responsible.
total
enrollment in the High school
of the city will he employed hereafter.
Big Event.
county roads. The statutes provide
TEND INSTITUTE.
London, Sept.
Is 165. This with more than 56 ad
S2.—The sugar
and teis means the loss of the street
that no magistrate or county official
trust and not President Roosevelt is
ditional
pupils
from
the grammar
inspeetore steuographer and clerk
shall employ himself or have any
responsible for Cuba maintaining her 41Mcer Deck Tolbert
grades at the middle term will make
Captures Two at and probably a belt dosen men. The
part In county public improvement
independence so long, but the time
the
total
SOCIAL
far
above
Illinois
200.
FEATU
i'entral
RES
terab Tree Mildrif—.4410.41
PLANNED
l'ar Slay It. sec'u'red andIt
street department sppropriation hes
is alleged that they have r.
has come when the United States
In Athletics.
to .11dd to the ito.tructiou
been overdrawn end already 31.500
Held.
reefed money for teams and have
cannot longer refrain from
The athletic department of the
taking
has bwn borrowed to defray expensed
equally hired themselves on public
most vigorous action
schools Is booming and yesterday th"
This is the
of this deportment. There am three
road work. The Indictments were reMr. C. L. Van Meter jesterday review expressed by the Saturday Refootball team
ordered
uniforms
months yet to run on the 1906 year's ceived
turned Tuesday but re-submitted on
a See horse which he recentAfter a chase of several miles
view, noted for its anti-American
Each
member
is
to
buy
his
street appropriation
own
ly purchased to enter in the horse
Over four thousand invitations to account of a technicality and
resentiment, in comment on the Cuban through mining properties Special
sweater but the pants and stockings
Other Business.
the
show.
It
Arent
farmers of the whole state to at- turned anew
Is
live
yesterday
years
Dick
Tolbert,
old
afternoon
and
conea
of
the
situation
Illinois
were ordered from a sporting house
The board issued instruetions to bezation
tend the Southwestern Kentucky when the grand jury made its flti.,•
Central, caught two negroes, who are
harness and saddle horse.
In Chicago. The first game of footthe Paducah Traction company and
Farmers' institute, to be held here report.
alleged
to
be
associat
The
ed
interest
with
the
in
Will
(halt By Intervention.
show, as the ball in which the High school team
Home Telephone company
to uee data
October le, 1.9 and 20 will be sent
Th.' Ruud Stapers inor's story.
for It draws nearer. Increases, will engage will be on the
Halevsna, Sept. 32.—Peace for Jones, alias Bakereellas Barker, col- poles jointly
afternoos out by
on Jefferson street beCommissioner of Agriculture
and all indicatioas are for a success- of October 5 at
Road Supe.- visor Bert
Cuba, tikes accomplished through ored, in wholesale box car and ca- tween
Johnson
Metropolis, with the
Fifth and Ninth streets.
Vreeland. The invitations were sent was men this morning and
ful affair.
American intervention seems to be boose robberies at Princeton. Yestermete a
High school team of that place. The
Street Inspector Elliott wee into the department by express today. statement.
furtber away today than when Taft day the populsr special agent went structed to
"If the weather man
will only boys are practicing hard.
investig
ate
alleged
unThe Illinois Central institute train,
and Bacon began negotiation to har- to Princeton to prosecute Jones. The sanitary conditi
"Yes." lie stated. "both the deons pear the Heasig hand us dut decent weather, we shall
equipped with apparatus and lecturnegro had been centrist "dead to
monize the opposing factions.
fendants in the indictments have
have a great show," said one of the
Hindere
r
Electroc
uted.
propel,. at Eighth
and
Jackson
to
ers
instruct
rights"
the farmers in the lat- been werking
sad had no avenue of twcape.
The arrival here today of three of
promoters today. "I am almost sure
Columbine, 0., Sept. 22 -Butler
teams on county roads.
street:,.
est eelentifle methods of crop raising,
After a sweating powelis on the part
but it was not contrary to law. For
the largest United States battleships
The city eaglneee and street in- we shall have over 125 entries,. and Stiles., the negro convict who killed starts
October
of
the
2
for
Padnea
Mississi
t railroad detective
ppi tin- teo years Magistrates
and two cruisers In addition to those
Lane anti
spector were inetrueted to close con- every feature will be of toe hest Guard H. Morehead in an attempt to
der the direction of Z. C. Claire:Of
already here has had little effect on /ones gave-.up the names of his tracts with Will
The prize( we are offering are suffi- escape from the Ohio penentiary o
Thertipeen hate been working teams
Husband
s
for
street
hicago,
industri
"pals."
al
agent.
It
will
the Insurgents to the Seel and when
In road repairing, and they continImprovement work in Mechenies- cient to'attract wide-spread interest, December 31, last, was electrocut
end the trip In Memphis October 12.
Jones waived examination
the leaders of the revolution were apand they are. Every mail adds to the in the prison annex a few
venter- burg.
ued after they were made magisminutes
Secretary Coons is corresponding
prises(' of the big squadron sow in day and was held to the grand jury.
trates. _Teee .fispeew clime...awl you
number of the entries, and we are past midnight.
'with Mr. Claire in an effort to secure
Tolbert meat to St. Charles first
Cuban waters they greeted the Woe
will sec where he is working or hid
elated over The prospect,"
the institute car for the institute
menet with the declaration. They to try to land the two, named Gus
been working One or two teams In
The show is almost right at hand,
here.
Bowtaad and Kate Walker. At the
mount come to the best
county road improvements at $1.50
one week from, Wednesday being the
Prof. W. F Fraser, dean of the agThe executive oommittee of the Crab Tree - mines he overtook them.
per day. The regular team hire Is 13
opening date, and all of the commitrteleetnral college at Itrieatia. ill . and
Moderate party today voted metal- This morning they are welting in the
per day and von CIUS see where he is
tee.
have
their
work well in hand.
prorate-yr of dairy stud husbandry,
comealy to accept whatever disposi- Princeton jell for trial. They claim AND FoRTT-THREE
real', making the county a present
CHILD
REN
Three
eas
additior
been
tal
erizen
Devised
that
nave been gnat Folt ORDERING
Jones is lying
to attend the instition of the controversy Taft and BaHORSE OF
of 11.60 per team.
HAM PREPlIDENT SMITH.
lidded to the already splendid list,
tute and is expected
con may decide upon to the hopes
JOHN HACK KILLED.
"I Meted of the matter when It
"The Brook Hill Cup," donated ej
that inch conciesiene would *duce
first ree tied tee grand jury
Friedman. Keller 6 company for the
and
the Liberals to yield similarly. The
Diet to appear before the board.
County Attorney slue Sheet. Why champion five-gaited horse, mare or
latter, however, have not as yet sigF'o- same
unknown reason
gelding, owned in west Kentucky. Wants $200 Damages Because of Ace
they
Me Does Not Prosecute Heed
nified their willingneet to accept the
would not grant me a conference,
lion
southern Illinois or West Tennessee:
of Humane Officer
of Mormen Church.
decision of the American mediators.
nee I was uneliccesstni, Had I been
Thom** Sanders.
WILL RE EXHIBITED AT PADU"The Palmer House Cup." donated
Reunored Palms Will Resign.
IN EXCELLENT CONDITION SAYS permitted to make an explanation
CAH HORSE SHOW.
by The Palmer House. (or the chamIt is rumored today that Palma
th'nk nn indictments
GRA ND JURY.
would have
pion light harness horse, mare or
and the member. of his cabinet and
Salt Lake City, Sept. 22 - Parbeen returned.
gelding owned In west
the representatives and senators elect
Kentuck
y,
suit
A
that
will create a great
ley P. Chrisiinsen. county attorney
"The dofenciants have taken time
southern Illinois or West Tennessee. deal of interest
ed last December will resign tomor- Aldermen Burke, Will Rehm Black of Salt
because of Its reLake twentj • today was cited
by the forelock and secured a lawand
"Directum Boy cup:- donated flection on the authorit
row thus coocedIng practically all
t'oentnis
telonere
(termer
Juryme
Rote With Which He Insok
n
for
y
of a huto appear on Wedneaday next in the
yer. Mr. J C Flournoy has been emby The West Kentucky Stock Farm. mane society
that tb• insurgeats have been conCivil Term—Grand Jury Is
Prise Last Velar,
organized tinder the
criminal division of the state district
phs,tti
and he sears that the Indictfor
the
champio
n pair of horses own- laws of Kentucky to take control
tending for and opening a way,ellbr a
l'omplimented.
of
court before Judge Armstrong and
monte can be tneasatel.e
ed in west Kentucky, West Tennessettlement of the difficulty
witout
"and
injured
sick
animals was filed
show why he should not direct the
see, or southern Illinois.
Magistrate Lane Is from district,
American intervention. Palma deIn circuit court today.
issuance of a warrant for the arrest
Cairo,
Ill.,
Sept.
22.—Cal
No. 5, end resides on the Htishanes
ro
will
clined to be interviewed on the subThe boxes for the allow will be
John
W.
Hack
filed
a suit against
have some good horses at the Padu- of JOsePh F. Smith, president of toe
The September criminal term of roue His teams
have been working
sold at auction at the Palmer House Thomas Sanders and others
/ect and other members of the govfor McCracken circuit court
cah show peat month. Several good Mormon church, on a charge of suecame to a on a read being beet In front
ernment stoutly denied the rumor.
Monday night, and there Is no deed $200 damages for the death of
of
a close this morning
specimens from here were exhibited taming unlawful relations with one
when 'the jury property owned by aim.
Taft and Bacon Abandon Hope.
all of them will he sold, as the de- horse be alleges the defendants killof
his
five
wives.
The
commiss
citation
ioners reported to the court
was
Taft and Bacon have practicallY there last year, and a number of blue
mand for them it. very great.
TIortneiron resides In the Florence
ed, The defendants are members of
and red ribbons were brought hack Issued el% the petition of Charles
the list of jurors for the civil term of
abandoned hope of finding a middle
station neghborhood In district, No
the
Humane
society.
Mr.
Sanders be- court
Most)n
Owene,
who
has
active
been
home
by
whiet
convene
Alderma
s the third Mon- 6. Both
n Burke and "Edground and fear a derision In favor
ing the humane officer. The horse
are well-known and the inFiremen Interested.
in gathering testimony against Senday in ()ember. The report was
of either side would result in no die Pabst" Fitzgerald. The alderdatuteuta "sine tta a surprise..
was
ordered
killed
because
it
was
ator
Smoot
There
In
the
Deli7S1
horsema
a
proceed
mated
!over
or
Man
and
n
delivere
ings
billa
bealready
d
In
this
shape
made
to
up his mind
more than temporary trareptility for
meeting from an Incurable disease,
The road supervisor states that the
the court. The jury commissioners
to be there title year and Mr. Fitz- fore the United States senate Com- of the animals in Paducah or westthe island.
it
le stated.
fart (brit the two magistrates worked
mittee
on privileges and elections. ern Kentucky that Is taking more ingerald will doubtless be there also.
are Capt. Ed Farley, Gus G. singleIt is their belief that American oenThe Paducah Humane society. was
teams was not kept a secret and was
On September 1 Owens appeared be- terest In the coming' horse show than
ton and J. P. Newman.
eupation is the only way to end the Mr. Burke will exhibit his fine 'black
organited last spring and has been
knoen to evoLy one: and was furfore
•
the
justice
men
of the Paducah fire departof peace and swore to
Rob mare, a saddle or driving animal
Yesterday afternoon
the
grand
civil warfare, and et is not denied
a compialnt, making a statutory ment. The drivers of the department doing active work.
of high qualities, and expects
Jury was discharged. It did excellent thermore not for profit but to hasten
that intervention must be followed by
coma'
dently to bring tier back home with charge arsine President Smith. The are using all of their spare time In
work, intact was one of the few the contpletion of county road work.
American sovereignty.
Lane and
Twilight Calmly".
Thompson are Demoa blue ribbon decoration. Mrs. Burke complaint was based upon the fact sleeking and getting their pets In
juries that Ctreelt Judge Reed has
Taft has cabled President Roosecrats.
The navy department at Washing twee complim
that
conditio
on
May
21,
n.
received
Meet
hat,
James
notice
Wood
ented.
Preside
yesterda
is ofnt
y that She
velt regardlag the gravity of the sitCoterie ledge
Smith's forty-third child was born fering all sorts of odds that he will ton haa hems advised by wiretess telFe
T. Lightfoot
"Gentlemen, I want to say to you
uation, and Roosevelt is expected to was chosen one of the sponsors for
chargro that the _indictments returnto Mary T. Schwartz Smith. Mormon capture some prizes in the heavy egraph of the capsizing of the Amer- that
Cairo.
you -did excellent work this term
dictate the future program of his
ed against Magistrates Lane and
president's fifth wife, at her eome m surry horse and roadsters events. "I ican schooner Twilight and rhe loss of court"
he declared. "and you you
CA
member
of
Thompson
s
of
her
crow
were
In the re- came near getting
this city.
have
a
horse
instigated
that
is
as
goodas
gold
SHOOT
S
AT
ahead
BIRD: HITS WOMAN
of the court
A demonstration was made today
through malice by persona who had
for that merry event" the big chief cent storm off the Carolina coast.
in your work."
by armed revolutionists within a mile
been refused county road work..
said today, "and he Is not lacking
of the scene Of the peace conference Youth at Springfield. Ill., Admits
The Jail Report.
"Judge Lightfoot said: "The statIn pedigree either."
General Acosta, with
It is not the duty of the grand jury utes
afro low rReniemedhility for Accident.
do not me that a magistrate
Honer
Show
F'esturea.
gents encamped at Lilies, west of
to examine the county jail, yet this
can not•work by the day, but that he
The invitation committee of the
Minister Morgan's villa at Merianao
term the body did visit the jail and
Springfield, Ill., Sept. 22.— JOhn
shall not do county road work by
horse show has sent over five hunreturned a favorable report.
and half a Mile eastward were the Grill, 16 years
he contract."
old, today confessed CHARTERED TO TRANSPORT THE dred Invitations to young
women In
rural guards, Militia and mounted to accidentally
The
report follows:
SAILORS LIVED
ON
WHALE
shooting Mrs. Fred
TROOPS TO MBA,
the neighboring west, Kentucky.
police
"We, the grand jury, beg leave te
BLUBBER IN OPEN BOAT.
Hoelsel. and he imehenisby the auWORTEN GETS DAMAGES,
WestTennessee and southern Illinois
report to the court that we have
thorities on charges of hunting withtowns for the horse show, and the
'carefully examined the McCracken tTo feared Power.
out a license and assault with a
eedict for $1,000 for Alleged Libel
responses are coming in liberally.
county-jail in a body and that we find
, weepon. Mrs. Hoeizel was Sow Plans of War Department hi
The interstate nommen,
* commis- lead!)
.1 warded.
The committee hes arranged for Harrowing Experience of Crew of the
Event
it
excellen
in
t condition, and we find
Intervention by Force Is
gem probably will ask at the next driving along a road a short distance
a reception on Wednesday afternoon
Whaler
Alexand
er
Which
Saab
that the prisoners are being properly
Necessary,
session of congress that its powers be east of the city, when she receive°
Mark Worten, the well-known atof the show week, and for a ball FriAugust 12,
dieted and receiving kind attentiot torney,
extended to include control over the a load of ehot In the arm and shoulwho sued the Register Putt.-.
day night of the week. Jest where
by the jailer "
der. Her Injuries are not
claseification of freight rates.
Ilshing company, for alleged libel
sertous.
they will be given has not been deIn
The grand jury at its last. report
Grill says he shot at a dove on the
the circuit court of Livingston
Washington, Sept. 22—Some de- termined yet, but the announcements
enmiturned Into court II indictments.
highway
and
when
,
ty,
he
13eattle,
was
found be had talls'of the military plans for the in- will be made next week.
Sept 22.-1111V-one sailawarded a verdict for $1.LAPORTK IS HUED ON BONDS
Injured a woman he made he escape. vosion of Cuba, should
0011 damages by the jury today.
The ball will be given by the ors wrecked In the Alexander arrived
such a step
The
HARRIMAN'S LINES,
judge gave the jury peremptory
become necessary, were mate known borne show association and the tide' on the steamer Dollar. They tell a
inChicago Trustee,. Ask Receiver for
structions, It is stated. Tip.
this morning. It is announced that eta of admission will be *old at one. store c)f hardships and suffering, havTYPHOON IN PHILIPPINES.
judgthe City's Water System.
ing been 13 days in an open boat, Will Extend From Canada to Heart ment carries with
the quartermaster's department ef- dollar.
it
the costs,
of Mexico.
living on whale blubber the entire
amounting to several hundred
fected tentative arrangements with a
Mesdam
es
Leon
Dena/wo
E.
n,
EudolDestroy
s Shipping and Lays beerier
Laporte, Ind • Sept 22 --A bill
time. The Alexander was wrecked
lars. Both Pities took a
number of merchant lines running gene T. Ellis, W. C. Clarke and
crowd of
C C.
Wires Low.
of complaint was filed In the federal
San Francisco, Sept. 12.— The witnesses down
out of New York, Philadelphia, Tam- Terrell and Misses Bestrice Lancas- during a dense fog at Cape Airy. Auand the trial has
court today by the Northern Trust
pa, New Orleans and other seaboard ter and Ethel Charles have received gust 12 and sank immediately. The Chronicle says that Harriman has been in progress nearly two weeks.
company Of Chicago anti Arthur
annowneed plans for a new roast Boats were
Manila, Sept
22.--A typhoon cities, for
the
transportation
chartered to take them
of invitations to act as sponsors for crew was compelled to take to boats
Heurtley of Chicago against ,the La- struck the Philippines
line from Portland to San Francisco. down the expense
today, causing troops, Uniese a large expeditionary Cairo at
and were finally picked up.
s of some of the
the
Ptiducah
horse
show
porte Water @apply eontlettny and much damage south
When
all has been
of Manlla. The force is required in a hurry, it may which will
completed he witnesses being bora* by
be held October 3 to
the litithe city of Laporte. The plaintiffs re- arsenal and shipping at Cavite sufferwill have a railroad extending trom gants The
not be necessary to use commercial The invitations are Issued by Mrs. R.
cause of action arose out
No Mandamus in Vacation.
late that they Cr. trustees of a bond ed savere:y. The
the
border
gunboat Arayat is ships. Large supplies M clothing, B. Phillips
line of Canada to the of comment* concern
, a prominent society woing Mr. WorDallas, Tex., Dept 32.-- l'he state
issue $y the Mater company of 65 ashore. Telegraph wires
heart of Mexico
to the In- shelter tents and other aceoutormeets man of Paducah,
It is announced ten in connection
with
who is chairman of Supreme court at Austin toffee rethe suits
first mortgage:bonds of $1.000 each terior are down. There
that Harriman succeeded la mantle, brought against
is little news are being gathered at army depots the committee for
the city for &Beget
the fair. --Cairo fused to issue a MikedeMus to the
that were payable at Intervals be- Of Whet happened there.
termina
l facilities In the cities of Se- peonage for
_
ceitet
working prisoners
Oftlega..
recogneiree Reersielesne toMt! and Titecima.
the chain gang.

GREAT INTEREST
IN HORSE SHOW

ALLEGED PALS

•
6-

FARMERS

FIVE WIVES

•

k

tes

TWO MAGISTRATES
UNDER INDICTMENT

HUMANE SOCIETY

CAIRO HORSES

COUNTY JAIL

MERCHANTMEN

THIRTEEN DAYS

,Wunp4a, Sekl,'Te;MBER wo.

THE PAIX't'A H. 1z71- .1-4',N"INC" ST714

Mall 1wt..r
--••••

PAD UCAH ANI11141. HORSE SHOW
CE PARK
WALLbeA
r 3,.4, 5,6,1906
Octo

Reserved Seats 25c Extra

Admission 25 Cents

THE JUDGES
of Mr. Scott Isbell, of Bowling Green, Ky.; Mr. T. M. Wilson, of
HIS most important departMent of the Horn.Show will be in the capable hands
en in the United States than these three gentlemen, and exhorsem
better
no
are
There
,
111.
Ottawa
of
,
Palmer
Walter
Mr.
and
Ky.,
City,
Cave
Isbell and Mr. Wilson have. judged in the Central Kentucky Fair Circuit
Mr.
years
For
.
awards
their
upon
int
compla
for
cause
no
have
will
s
hibitor
stock journals of the country. Mr. Palmer has.served as judge of the Chicago
and their work has received many complimentary notices from the leading
World's Fair, in light harness classes.
HorseShow, the St. Louis Horse Show and was one of athe judges at the St. Louis

T

Boxes will be auctioned at the Palmer House Monday evening,
September. 24th, at 8 o'clock.
Show will be the largest gathering of blooded horses ever shown in the western part
Every Kentuckian loves a good horse. The approaching Horse
of stock on exhibition.
of the state, ancl the public will undotOtedly be surprised at the magnificent lot

LROADS AND STEAMBOATS
THERE'LL BE SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAI

LOST IN JACKSON THE WEEK IN SOCIETY BRYAN OUTBRYMIED

That
Constant
Bad
Pain

Here is Relief

TEXAs PoPULIST WANTS TO OWN
(Continued Irani Third Page.)
wEsre Urr1,E DAUGHTER
THE PACKING HoUSIete.
evenrng
Tuesday
friends
of
party
WANDERS FRIO( HOME.
"I did not know anything could stop my periodical pains enthe
pleasto
the
river
with a ride up
tirely, but Wine of Cardui did," writes Mrs. Beulah Rowley of
ure boat Scimitar. The outing was to
of
Dillin,
Mary
Miss
to
nt
complime
Government Ow n,,-.hip Iteacteet the
Champoeg, Oreg, "I had suffered constantly in this way for four
Rind neighbor, Take Iler in and Xsahville, the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Limit in SimiIan',lent State
years, getting so bad that I was a total wreck, and would sometimes
Find %tether teem-Elting for
Carl I.. Faust.
11 'oval eni ion,
—411110-Her In the streets.
be unconscious for twelve hours at a time.
Chameleon t'aparity of terwiety Ulric
"My husband brought me a bottle of
The scattier man has been "foiled
Chicago, Sept. 22.---A etl,patch to
again" with the idea of serving reAbout half after nine o'clock this freshing drinks to the visitors at the the Tribute! frorn-Port Wbrt h. Texas.
morning a little girl wandered up to horse show. If the weather is hot wail _Laura 13.. Payne:of-Fort Wearth,the door of Mr. Reliant Love's cold drinks and If cold, bel drinks- In accepting yesterday the nominaNome on Highland avenue, weeping will be served by a number of the tion on the Socialist ticket for conand wailing with despair because she young 'society airs. Tao idea origi- gress in this district, comes out strong
was lost. Mr. Lore tried to quiet the nated with the ladies of the Episco- ly for government ownership of railchild, and hoping to get help to do pal church.
roade, and goes a step farther than
so, he carried her to Mr. Jeff ShelBryan in advocating government tow:
ton's, at 1077 North Higlilitod, and
of all the packlog houses.
entitle
K.
(ICTHItI
TO
with painful periods to use
turned her over to Mrs. Shelton to
which greatly helped me, and now I advise all women suffering
Payne is the ilno woman to run tor
, strengthening effect.
refreshing
gentle,
a
has
Cardut
comfort. At first the poor Ittile thing
will
she
been."
says
congress in Texas, and
it and be relieved as I have
Many Durk Tobacco Growers Arse Go.
sick women to proper
restores
was so frightened that she could tell
When
.
and
her
campaign
push
vigorously
functions,
fitful
US
FREELY
regulates
WRITE
it
organs,
Upon the womanly
leg Today to Attend Meeting.
no&Ing about herself, hut the kind
asked what she would do If elected,
true medicinal merit, and has been
habits and health. It is a purely vegetable extract of
and frankly, in striaest confidence. telling all your
lady Into whose hands she had fallshe replod: "The first thing_i would
We
you
sill
send
age.
sour
,
Try It.
Tatnig
anJ
troubles.
century.
a
A large crowd of tobacco men do would be to amuse this grafters in
In successful use for these diseases for over half
en soon soothed and ioteforted her
TRU ADVIC1L iii plarn ,ierileal envelope, and a valnight
last
city
the
'
uable nook en Horne Treatment t r 'Women.'
and little by little gathered from her weed through
congress of their wrong doings and
attend the secAddress: Ladies' Advisory Department, The
disconnected story that her name going to Guthrie to
the Public of the entire counarouse
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
meeting of the Dark To(,11
was Gladys; West. She was Ave years ond annual
try to (met the rogues from the naassociation. Among
Growers'
beet.°
to
morning
this
home
left
and
e."
old,
tional legislatur
Massie. cashier of
take a little "walk." She further them were: Henry
at La Center; Walter
said that she had been here hut a the bank
—thir patrons are-novi lo have
Grace and Zack
week, but she could give no idea of Grace. Charles
pairs ao their 'ration
,
any necessary'
Cenha
of
Hines,
Evert
and
Grace.
once
where she lived. Note' was at
u"' made at onee Instead of wall..
,
-Lawrence
Y.
ter: Henry Elliott, J.
' telephoned to polite headquarter
111 the fall rush "els in. L. W.
E. Tineey and ing"
.where it was hoped ,-rile newt could William Hines, G.d megiya,
B.tueneg•heerw co;-Telephones CM.
B.
evenson.
he *a.,,el, -but im-- totre 'rawer WirySimmons and J. M. Skinner, of finthing about the little war.
See Us ForIra a ease of unsp,
L. A. Buchanan, of Gage;
Meters. Shelton and Love had kleville:
a woman has no
when
line
Trice
B. Hook Kd Akings. Lee
given up hope of feeling out to
George Trice, of Kev11: Bailey Lawwhom she belonged and had started
rence, Joe Lawrence, Dick:WI:ford
avenue,.
Highland
home aner were on
William Roach. of Barlow.
and
just *he?, King street crosses It.
the
by
atmeted
were
they
.When
KI/LB flittne.
child's mother, who Was searching
Incorporated
her.
[Or
It it getting luMerous or hard!' 1
Phones 787
Occupy New &sibling on Norte
N.Pourth St.
Will
121.133
it falling nut! or is it fading? The.'
It was a very joefill and at the
Third Street.
The
Is only one remedy that will cure—
same time affecting meeting.
Is only one remedy shot I. guarthere
mother, who Is Mrs. West, of Paduthat
night
last
d
announce
It was
cah, Ky.. is here on a visit to some Meagre. louts and George Kolb, late- anteed to cure or money back. Parisfriends on Nelson street, and as she ly associated with L. S. DuBois in ian Sage sill restore your gray te,
M. Nance, Embalmer
Lee Nance, Jr.
Guy Nance.
thought her ,hild was at a ueigh- the drug business. would occupy ft e --It will ttaroiliny hair or scalp d
White Ambulance for Sick and !oilseed Only
bor's Jost across the MAW, she bad building now being erected on North eons or money back.
"After using one bottle of Paris
felt no alarm until a short time be- Third street between Broadway and
Direct from the Big Circuits.
‘fore when. moon Inquiry, she found Jefferson street, where the old Wil- Baste I now 1137,3 it better growth oi
lmers
and
E.mba
3
taker
Under
that Gladys was no at the neigh- liamson
yards formerly hair and I found your Hair Restorer
marble
Old Phone fe99
Neve Phiortea
applifirst
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After
use.
to
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Inekson Sun
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purwas
stood. Half the property
Open Day and Night.
Bargain Matinee Saturday, 10c to all
d
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disappeare
the
dandruff
ration
chased by the brothers from Mr.
it
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otrt,
my hair slopped falling
emliagentallenOilealli
part. of house. Children Sc.
To Drive Ont Malaria
Henry Kolb, who Intended putting
natural color
and Build Vp the Spann up a cold storage plant. The latter !sae he restored to its
I now recommend rout Parisian Sage
Take the Old Standard GROVE'S will put up the cold storage plant
to -all my lady friends. Lottle
The
TASTELESS CHILL TONIC. You next year on half the property.
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company.
mula IS plainly printed on every bot- "Kolb Bros. Drug
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401111111N111111111111111111111111110.11n,
teed by W. B. McPherson at 5,0c.
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Woman's
Relief

AT ALL DRUGGISTS IN $1.00 BOTTLES

Is Your Hair
Turning Gray

Fans! Fans!
COLIN AND BUZZ FANS
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.

Wallace Park Casino

TONIGHT

High Class Vaudeville

OUY NANCE dc SON

HEALT

AND VITALITY
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ill be
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open Tuesday evening.
Music Tuesday

Our store will hc
open Tuesday -evening.

0

Music Tuesday

afternoon and evening.

afternoon and evening.

,ANDSEMI~ANNUALIASHION•SHRW
Beginning Tuesday Morning,Sep=
tember 25, at 8 O'clocli
weary of the.summer things? Here's store full of crisply fresh fall novelties waiting
to delight
A REyouryoueye.
Here are all the newest fabrics, the
wearables, the handsomest dress adornments
a-

Amartest

and the most exquisite undergarments, gathered through months of effort for your
express approval. Our
entire establishtnent is fairly, transformed with a wealth of ravishing beauty, art and
craftsmanship. To miss
seeing it in all its first freshness will be to miss the event of the season.
And just now a word about the cost of these tine new goods. This is not a store of exorbit
ant profits
and it is our steadfast rule to start the seaspn with extra values. Thus we feel _justly proud
of this fine stock,
proud of the perfect qualities, the exclusive and absolutely correct styles, and particul
arly proud of the many
ex implifications of a persistently fair and business-like pricing policy.
Come on the opening day, you and all your friends, come to criticis
.
e and to look, anyway, to buy, if
you wish, for early selection is certain to result in something exclusive and choice.

oi E'flint*

Fine Dress Fabrics

SPECALIVL

pre-eminence of stile they will stand without a peer. Uuy your suit
here
and you'll buy satisfaction, and that, too, for a price no other store
can.
Or .will meet.

Absolutely correct In colors and styles. these splendid new
fall dress
goods have the still greater virtue of being woven from
such carefully
chosen materials that we can guarantee them to
wear to your satisfaction. All the newest shades.

Long Gloves

New

Novelty

Here's an item long
wanted but hard to end.
Ladies' long black silk
"krOcrei",te-Xeit;re;v7weight
—r
for fall, price per pair

Scotch Plaids 33 In. wide
Plaid

Skirting,

$i71.0tt

Ladies Coat Sults, Vest front and trimmed with fancy braid.
Ladies' Snits. Norfolk Coats, male of Novelty Dress Goods

522.00

all wools 48 ip. wide, at

$1.26

All wool Henrietta, 36 In. wide. all coltrs

Dressing Sacques

50c

Superb Fall Silks
Silk

satiefacUoit

cousists

II

freedom,

ABS01.1"Ile

'Smart Fall Suits

garment.

if you know what supreme silk beauty is, See these.

Novelty Plaid Silk Waist Patterns at
20-inch Colored Liberty Satin,

from drafting the pattern to pulling out the basting threads,

The reliable Moneyback

and for

$S ea and 6: no

all colors, per yard

lk 'CG lu. wide

Te•r

P
-11.
1

They'll nang and
skirt ought tn.
sented and

persistently reasonable

—

Black Silk and Net Waists
White

Wash Waists.

better

LING

$5.00

First showing of exquisite Paris hats and artisticialy created American headwear by our own designer. An exposition that for
sumptuous elegance,unwsual price advantage,utitt surpass anything
ever before held in this city.

$5.00
$1. $1.50, $2

Great as have been onr past achievements in the Mil:inery field you shall see
them all outdone this fall. More hats, finer hats and, must especially, more hats
of modest price have been the order in these fall preparations. Result • A collection of high class headwsr that would do credit to a store three times the sire of
ours, or a city five times the si7! of Paducah.,
The most discriminating woman cannot fail to had a hat here that will please
her fancy and fit her pocket-book. Here are hats beautiful, dashing, sedate and
artistic. Here are the new Peter Pan hats, the smart Charlotte Corllay, the derby crowned bats trimmed with the very newest two-toned plumes: the chic turbans
and the gay picture hats trimmed with ostrich, vulture or colt plumes, and the
very newest of all—the satin hats.

Underwear and Hose
Two lines that have advanced greatly in wholesale
cost, yet a fortunate

purchase enables us to

look just the way you think .1
Every fashionable fabric is repre-

cvcry

favored

style.

example of rare value giving as

come before some other admirer chooses it.

Plaid Silk Walt, very new

Well Fitting Shirts

e

are waists for every oc-

Thefe's a waist here you'll like, and you'd

49c

$1 f,n

Viireeiltit
"4
"1
61P
PI
/
ilata

so handsome, and our as-

most

Site

yard

sortment'was never so liberal in its broad range of
Here

ft

and
'
tVesy 'are right all the time anti! the day you discard the- worn out

suits and some we know. Nothing but the most skillful man
tailoring.

Beautiful rail Waists
colors and fabrics.

You'll be wise to buy
these in quantities, since
they come too seldom.
Ladies' dressing sacques,
made of eiderdown,worth'
75c and $1.00, for

from trarking,..c.rini.!e or craze Our silks are right when you buy them

$1.50

casion and all priced

$35 An

See

Cut to fit Y01), not a wire form. that's the difference between
these

Waist styles were never

Ladles' Coat Suits. made of l'anatna. in Black and Blue

offer

a. first shipment at the old figures.

Ladies' ribbed yr.:4s add pants, fleeced._... 25c and 513c
Children'4 ribbed vests and pants...
25C
Children's union suits..... .......
--25C
Chi.dren's school hose, fast black and durable_____
15C

extra•good kind you

Each one
well, the

have learned

to

is

sort

always

an
of
ex-

pect at Ogilvie's.

l'Austura Skirts in black and blue
Novclty Plaid Skirts
About as

$5.00

odd skirts imiu last season.

$7.50
$2.50 to $4.00

Stylish Coats
Style, yes, all it is

to put into

possible
a correctly
made coat, but there's service; too, and
lowness of
price that, quality considered, is
little
and most pleasing as well.

short of

astonishing,

Black velvet coats, very handsome
Long black cheviot coats, all sizes
Fancy plaid cloaks, very swell

- $30 to $60

......—

s5.00
$10.00

L. B. OGILVIE & CO., Paducah
well known an this tally where be
bad lived previous to his going to
Louisville. They will go north on a
wedding trip and make their tome
in Louisville.
la

The Week In Society.
P•ormse,...011,--00tr
.
2 1611•--..111Poiasus—er/OL
ding will take place at the home of
10.xpecteli Announcement,
the ap- the bride's parents. Col. and Mts.
The announroment - of
proaching marriage of Miss Flora Lon Beverly Salle. of 509 West Hill
!VW° Salle. of LoulsviNe, Ky.. to street. November 10. Miss Salle Is
Mr. Maurice Nast.. Jr., or this city, . known here from visits In the cItY
tt in accord with a generilly under- to Mrs. David Van Culla, her sister.
hood idea enr,tent In social circles She Is a titautlful young woman. Mr.
here tor several months. The wed- Nash Is the ton of M 'B Nash. and

tiock.ty In Desuetude.
Society seems to be determined to
store all its energy for the horse
show week and another week has
gone by In Paducah society without
an event. The week principally has
been marked
by progress in the
horse show plans. The judges have
been selected, the musketl drill is
bottle Perfected, and the cnildren**
con.tesi 'as taken added 'interim
front the stImu`stIng conditions un-

•-der which it. wit be given. Other ing his ervices.
sides and featttres are advancing in
the hands of the respective commitDevls-ritslion.
The wedding of Mout Maud Violet
tees. The entries in the various
Davis to Mr. John Cashon Wednesevents are large and. Increasing.
day afternoon at the parsonage of
Prof. Gilbert in flitilati.
the First Presbyterian church was a
The. Sun is in receipt of a folder surprise to their friends. The Rev.
artistically printed from the South- W. S. Cave officiated. Mies Davis
western Conservatory at DIIIIRS. Tex. lives at Mb Jefferson street and
It Introduces Prof. Harry Gilbert to Mr. Casnon is engaged In business in
the Dallas musical publie and- con the city. The/ will live at 1603 Montainw,press notices from Berlin. Cin- roe street.
eitituiti, Dallas papers and thy Evening Sou., It contains I half-tOne MeCooed Party for Visitor.
ths, of Prof. Gilbert. He la luirodncFor the pleasure of her visitors
nstjrith a brier review of hie raresr Mrs. J. 0.
Slayton
of Spokane.
cotnplimeeta Dallas upon seettrWash.. Mrs. Ral,Corbett entertained

boa

Teesia) afternoon at her home out W.
•iou, of North Seventh
North Ninth street, with a card par- I stree
,tertained her friends Monty.
Mrs. William Marble won the r day
moon with an
attractive
trillStif prize and Mrs, Adah Van Pelt ; party. The
dining room was decorator Oahland, Cal., won the visitors' ed
arlistIesl:y, and the
refreshments
wiz,. There were three tables,
were elaborate. A hunt
after hidden
animal-cakes wait the feature
of the
Notes.
afternoon. Thies were
many gifts
The culmination of a long and rinpresenlibd to the young hostess
and
ruffled courtship wits the marriage the
party numbered tweuty-seven litSunday morning of Miss Lucy May tie
folk with many of their
parents.
Weatherington to
Mr. John Kess
Mr. W. E. Smith and kelits
Georgia
Lop at the bride's bout, 537 South L.
Williamson were married
at the
Fifth ,street. Magistrate Bleich
bride's home Tuesday evening
by Lb.°
elated and the couple left on a trtp1Rev Mr.
Mye-s, of Texas.
to Dixon, ifl.
Mr. J. R. Grogan entertained
a
In honor of the fourth birthday ,
°Cher daughter Mary Frances Mrs. 1 (
Coutinued

P1,02 FOVIL

IFEfil

Vac Pabtuab sun.

death instead of
life sentence.
Quite not so. He is a poor, ignorant boy, scarcely responsible. Me
AFTERNOOAND VilICKLY
didn't leave sense enough to run when
he killed his man. Human pity for
ISICOMPOIO11110
the wretch outweighed cold justice
F it. Flan& PietleleaL
in the twee. He will never harm
Lens J. Peewee Omen)Kammer.
anyone in the penitentiary. Many a
SUSSCOMFTION RATILS:
Luau, more guilty than he because
answered as tim =sweet as Paducah. Ky., as
more accountable, is free.
maime eiess walaar.)
Telt DAILY SUM
.10
Cy earrise per Weak
Now that .the polifical parties are
IsI•11.
getting into the field it is well for
Ss emu. per year. In adsaaae
the voters to be reminded that their
TaelleeiftEKLY SUN
-OLIO duty is not done at primaries and
Perms", byes% postage past
Adam\ TEL MIN, endemic Ky.
conventions. They must vote at, the
Tsearsowas MI election and to do so, they must first
orrice,
1111 =ask Teed.
•
ere
^•71141 a Yosag Lamest leo Now Yore rep- register. Registration days occur on
esesswistves.
the first and third Tuesdays in OcTB! SUM ass ea tots= ii as following tober, the second and aliteenth this
peeve
rear. Let every voter paste this In
R. IL Clemesta Oci
his bat. Vas Celia Brea
Palmer SOsN.
Jobs wilheim's.
Volume I, Number 1, of the Muhlenberg Argus, In its unew_eleb and
tucker" as the editor himself expresses it, has reached The Sun
ofilce. It Is a bright. newsy paper,
up to date In style, and printed in
SATUltillAt . v4.1'7 slitFlit 22.
plain legible type. The citizens of
Central City and Mubetubrg county
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
may well be proud of the' Argus.
August 1...21136
August 17..3888
In Minnesota it is claimed the rail.Augtutt 2..3h4S
August 18..3874
August 3..31183
August 20..3852 roade took a band In Politics. If the
August 4..3864
August 21..3811 goyim:intent owned them, not only
August 6..3863
August 22..3834 would the railroads be lu
August 23.3833 butt politics would be .n the railAugust 7..11179
August 8.3816
August 24..3841 roads.

IN

TOYLAND.

MUM W SUNDAY SEMIS

BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.

I mien,

August 9..3927
August 25..4220
A Mall named Smith, of Polo. Ili.,
August 10..3a9g
August 27..3865
August 11..3951
August 26..3849 committed suicide because overwork
August 13..3894
August 39..4327 in a tie' office drove hint insane. The
August 30..4330 lesson of this story will not be lost
August 14..3885
August 31,..4407 on the majority of city tented:eel!.
iiust45-3904
e • gust 16. 38
106
Total
It (IV ist intermit"' ti read the
•
Average for August, is06./..
ituiries on Ckinuto canned meat
products, when the provisions of the
Average fur August, 1905.14.
Pure feed law relative to the wording
Increase
235 of labels go into effect.
Personally appeared
before me,
*
September 1, 1908. ler J. Paz- "Tnage has a. new
$5.404,4100
general manager 'of Tim Sun. court house, but litigants and Pieswho affirms that the above statement °hers probably will continue to have
ot the circulation of The Sun for the the same old brand of justice handed
Month of Aulest. 'Sorg, is true to the me tit them.
Peat of his knowledge and belief.
. PETER PURYEAR,
Ex-Boas Cox, of Cincinnati, probNotary Public.
ably is not sharing in The petudinistic
My commission expires January opinlon
regarding Recretery 'raft's
Ile, 1908.
ability to quell the iiisurrection in
Cuba.
Daily Thought.
'Idleness is the monitor of a lot
City Maid beat Old Dandelion at
of toduetriouli 'n
its good
ammumammarmi Gravesend yesterday, and
nalailammtme.
MOM> _Me seam thing was going on
POPTTMIK PRIMARY NOT POPU- In the grandstand
tHIS

LAR.

sYse, teat young girl is his wife, end he Veld elseteyh to be her fatime,

PADUCAH BARRELS

ASSAULT
K11.1.
INTENT
TO
WITH
CHA ROE PREFERRED.

Is

Tbe popular printery, as an inittltulion ts oi trial, and n, Its present
elate of Incomplete development is
a Means of clrerunventing the will of
the people, compared with which the
- The Rev. William Bourquin, or
crude metheds of the old time mob SPENDI4 TWO MeV% TN JAIL
the German Evangelical church,con
Foltel MISTAKE IS KNOWN.
convention, are as the adz to the
ditties quite ill with typhoid fever a
planing mill. Maybe, econte day, unhis former how
Bretsville, Ind
less we become disgusted with the
where he has been visiting his par
.sense and rffPia Mita, of the maents for several weeks. There will le
John Mitchell. of Ste. hanif «Keen,
chine run printer'. 's.• will evolve a
no service tomorrow at his chute!
terested on a Pees Dee
seethed of nominating party, candion South Fifth street with exeeptlot
%arrant.
dates that, will clearly express the
of the Senday mescal worship.
will of a majority of the suffragists.
Just at present many of the best altIllassosillss
Tim ems
Mete. are detrustful of the primary
John Mitchel!, a
bard-working
YOU eiON'T MeVe 'TO WAIT
It le probable that if they would all man of Meteanicsburg, was retest,etory dame wakes you feel better. Las Cc
_parte:image thee welled east such an ed front the kleCranceft county- tail Item. 11.011T =tee tastes. debt. Sold
-al lb
overwhelmieg
majority one
way this morning after a two days' con- 2110aa,• back pta•
rywbert. tyke Mstat L
that it could not tic overcome; but finement through mistake. He was
While Americans take greet Pile
the better plan to make the popular glad to get out and those responsible
primary popular is to choose officers for his imprisonment were oalY too and pleasure In
being called ";
and hold the primary election so far glad to let him go. Some one at- strenuous people." it Is perhaps no
edam... the suspicion of fraud, that not tacked Joe Moore In Mechanicsburg generally appreciated that a grea
even the most hitter among the de- this week and a warrant was issued many Injure themselves physicallytested Can 4.0nipirin
in the otti• *sense the suppossed lathy person. wreck morvions systems, Invite pre
fashioned mob tonyentien a candidate Wit= not Mitchell. but Mitchell was mature wrinkles, gray hairs and in
kitew his men. 4 twi if any crooked
OA person the constable saw enmities by the hurry, worry way I.
were wee aitemitied It had to be done wheelehswered the
description and which they live, neglecting in man
under Darien'. flee -melee in Plain he '"babbed" Mitekell." This morn- instances proper care of the body ant
view of the opti4-.1.1,ir. who, If clever ing It has learned that Ernest Finch letting the Teal pleasures of life e'
Compare is the man wanted
enough. Maki i
Unrestrainet
and the county cape as a forfeit.
I he doubtful rc. , such , con- authorities are after tem. The war- strenuousness
means
neurasthenl
spleen= coed 11 •t , si 1 h fireslle posid- rant ., was
Issued
by Magistrate ultimately.
hle with a marhint' named bosed..of Chattel Emery.
Neurasthenia Is nerve-exhaustice
ofieers manipniating dumb ballots.
and that means inefficiency of tie
Under the !emery system, if fraud
body to carry on vital functioning
.2.- BALIA)ON ASCENSION.
Is nu...emery, the Mein ;n control al
Nerve centers lag; 'debility ensues
the committee which appoints the Rouse pielellemson Offerings at Wal- fellowmen and ratite- reign. Pair
oMcers of the pr mart llnethrow the,
may be felt in the he k; fullness 0:
ters* Park.
ehe_tiest elte_..2saL_Iusetteassee _an& no
Tee sweetie at
Wallace park is pressure at the top of the head: sleet
one -044s.4e he the wiser; for the ctrawtng near Merles*
'Manager Ma- is broken and without refreshment
committee that makes the appoint- lone, however, has
several
more digestion notably is weak and loss o
mate counts the ballots, and the very good attractions
to offer hits pa- appetite constipation and Mitres.
Mg who would cry (mita at a Party trons, and the park
bids fair to be- after =time are the rule. The head
primary, would he quickly silenced ing popular
on up into the fall ache of neurasthenia le like a bani
by his own friends Pet he dierupt months
around the head; ordinarily le worst
lag next)
, organisation. loyalty to
Sunday afternoon King's Military in the morning and better toward
melee is generally considered the
hand will give a free concert, and the end of day, and is probably thi
better part of pateritism. How me- as an additional
feature, Manager most common of all headaches which
ntal it is to stuff a few hundred bal- Malone has
secured a balloonet to come for treatment.
lots in the boxes after the polls close. give a balloon
Now, drugs do not help neural
amcension Tbis, too.
Fiverybody connected with the pri- will he free.
then's; that is admitted: and phy
mary is interest in making it tepstria= have long been accumtomee
pear that there efts a big vote cast.
to *end their neurasthenic!' away
Grumbler (thief Ontraminstor.
A small vote reties ts oil the party.
St. Petersburg, Sept
22. -Dis- from the cities to the mountains, sea•
The primary preicipal is. all rintst; coveries
made by the authorities shore, abroad or anywhere to nitf.
but the primary, S. we know it. is a 'Mow a plan of Terrorists
whose plot new scene' and enjoy tranquil never
farce. Until we can have a real pop- to assassinate
the rear
was an- ation. But that Is expensive are'
tear primary, let`iis keep the con- 'teemed Wedneedsty
was to throw a there is a sorer, quicker and betfri,`
Per awl more bomb inside Peterhof while the czar MI well Is less costly way- -Osten.
It is
vention
honest.
was in consultation with his advis- pithy.
ors
The gardner of the Palace who
Osteopathy cures neurasthenia,Five minutes after being arw =arrested was the chief conspira- which is bat another name for nen,
raigned la the eircuit court at
tor.
oneness, by stimulation to the aeries,
Paducah, says the Kentucky
end the circulation.
Slate Journal, James Graham
(Manna Exiled.
can show you to your satIsfer
•
Waft given a life sentence in the
St Peteraburg, Sept. 22.- Your eon in a very few meleees why nee
penitentiary for the killing of
correspondent is informed by a high opathy is the sane rational cure feu
Oland* Bass. He entered a plea
official today that It is extremely ALL diseases of the nerves.
of frailty. This Is railroading In
improbable 'hat the czarina and I'm Come to fee me at any time be
ostruest. Bei it strikes us that
pedal catidren will return to fit tween the bours of 0 and 12 in the
when a man Meade, guilty of
Petentlyarg when the czar finishes hile .forenoon and 3 and
in the after
murder Itatitteate be a very liertilse oil the meet yaeht for fear of soon. Dr.0. 13, Presage, 514
g n7
,0144,01.1 csaSrid deserving of
he Terrorists
way. PhOne 1407.

INNOCENT MAN

nr,

t

I

I set' 14..11\ IN MEXICO BY PADUCAH VONCEIte.

Three Young Mee Are Presented lit strange liscident Related in Letter
Krum Mr. Percy Przton I.
Pollee Court ea Acceuet
Monterey.
tIlleged Brick Ephoody.

Emmett Shaffner., To
Lowry and
Ova Morgan, young men, were presented in pole* court elle morning
the two former for assault with intent to kill and the latter for breach
of peaces tbe warrant yet pending.
1-sat Might shortly before 12 o'clock
(Meitner and Lowry
were arrested
for assaulting Morgan. The amine
is alleged to have been committed
near the Caldwell street fill just a
few steps from the Illinois Centre'
depot. Bricks and sticks are alleged
to have been used but no one wa,
seriouely injured. The only statement made by anyone of the trio' was
by Shoffner, who said he acted ai
"peacemaker." The case was contin
sed.
Paschal Gray, colored, pleaded his
ease and to the judge how he toot
Laura Brown's, ring. The ring was I
small diamond sparkler and wont'
about $50. The judge Is emedderins
the matter.
Other cases: Ale Morton, color
ed, disorderly conduct, $10 anti
costs; J. A. Derringtou, disorderly
conduct. $25 and costs; Janie Till
man. John Johnson, colored, bread.
of peace demisted as to former anti
latter tined $26 and costa; Pet,
Themoson, colored, assault, rotten
ued. Allen Robinson, colored, de
orderly conduct. continued; Uhl
Wallace, disorderly conduct, colored
$59 and coats; Ed Vassuer.Hurmani
teceivisg stolen property,
continued. •

it.

e
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In a letter to a friend from Mr.
Percy Paxton, who is in Monterey,
Mexico, to charge of the Sutherland
Medicine company's branch
plant,
the Paciticah man tells of just how
small the woriee is.
The Mexican branch of Paducah's
big medicine factory is doing an immense business in Old Mexico and the
branch in charge of Mr Paxton is
now being enlarged, the big businecia
requiring several interpreters at both
the Paducah aad Mexican offices.
Mr. Paxton tells or the following
Incident: The branch office at Monterey hod occasion to use several ale
-*hot barrels and for ma.uy days all
sfforts to secure them had
proven
unsuccessful. Finally one of the in_erpreters Informed Mr. Paxton be
Yoted =cure all the "rum" barrels
he office might need and they would
verve as well as alcohol barrels. Orient were gives, for the purchase
Ind when they were rolled into the
wareroome way down In
Monterey
Mr. Paxton began to inspect them.
He read on the heeds: "Pure old
Kentucky whisky." On
the other
nead he beheld "(Norge
Goodman.
Whisky company, Paducah, KY•-

Methodim.,
BROADWAY.- The Rev. 'F.
J.
Newell, pastor. Morning service, lay
sermon by Dr. J. D. Smith on "Christain Citizenship." The Rev. J. W.
Blackard will preach in the evening.
Prayer meeting Wednesday
night
conducted by (I. C. Crumbaugh,
TRITE STREET- - The Rev.
WI. "W. Anstrong, pastor. Morning
subject, "Friendship.' Evening subject, "Fellowship."
THIRD STREET-- The Rev. Peter Fields, pastor. Services morning
and evening.
TENNESSEE STREET
Usuat
services.
Llsiestiart.
TENTH STREET-- Sunday school
at 9. 39 o'clock. Communton
at
10:45 o'clock.
The Rev, W. J. Hudspeth
will
probably arrive in the city OM evening and will preach at the Tenth
Street Christian skurch at 11 a. at.
FIRST- The Rev, Dr. Meacham.
of Wilmington, 0., will All the pulpit.
MECHANICSBURG - The Rev. I
M. VarbM. pastor. Morning services
at 10:45 o'clock. Evening services at
7:30 o'clock, Sunday school at 230
o'clock p. m.
--Paducah Presbytery.
Paducah
l'resbytery
meet
will
with the Walnut street Presbyterian
church in Fulton on Tueeday, September 2,6. The presbyterial sermons
will he preached Tuesday evening at
7:30 o'clock. Bitch day, through
Thursday evening at least, there will
be a morning and afternoon busitee,
session and an evening
preaching
is r v Ica
Preabyteriau.
FIRST- The Rev W. E. Cave,
pastor. Morning subject, "Mediatorship of Christ." Sacrament of the
Lord's Supper. No evening service
SIXTH AND KENTUCKY- The
Rev Mr. Myers, of Humboldt, Tenn ,
will fill the pulpit.

Ask }vile' do.tur 1,,,pm long he has
known Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.
himself, an
'it be uses it
"bin
A
his us as Lend,. Ask him if he
can recommend anything better for throat and 'lung ituubles, iuch as hard
-Coughs Rua colds, evarseness, bronchitis, weak Junes. Do as he says at any
rate. We are willing.

Your Doctor

Mrs. A. C. Clark
Announces her opening of Exclusive Autumn Millinery Tuesday and
Wednesday: Sept. 25 and 26. Open
Tuesday evening 7 to 9:30. Music.
Second floor L. B. Ogilvie & Co.

The Greatest Books
of the Year
Tides of Bario-gat (F. Hopkinson Smith'
The Fighting Chance (Robert W. Chamberst

$1.20
1 20

Coniston (Winston Churchill)
Jane Cable (Geo. Barr McCutehen)

1.20

Rock In the Baltic (Robert Barr)
The Lady Evelyn (Max Pemberton)

.50

1.20

.60

Doe Gordon (Mary E. Wilkins)
.60
German.
EVANGELICAL-The Rev, WitThese books are the biggest sellers in the United States and
ham Bourquin, pastor. No Gel vices,
some of them can be had in Paducah only at our store
owing to pastor's Illness.
LUTHERAN- Tbe Rev, A. C. 1:
PeA/PLE'S 1.01411Y IS ORGANIZED
ten, pastor. Meriting service in (1.man laagitage. Evening service
Bureau to tee Kept at Washington
English.
I
Tie Place tor Late Books, lin Iloilo ail
o Pitmen,
While Congress Is in Session.
111111P.,
Iledecopid.
...Nee Tort, Sept. it-- A permaGRACIee-The Rev. flat 14
C
nent bureau is to be' maintained at
Wright, rector. Holy efinineetion at
Weshington during the. sessions of
7:10 a. an. Sunday school at 9.10
congress to be kneen as the peoa. m. Morning prayer and sermon
ples lobby. The ileveteopment of the
II: 411 a. in. No evening services duridea comes as part of the campaign
ing September.
which the editors of Sane= Mitered= have beef ,making for a betterChrtie. Witmer,
ment of leg:Motive conditions at the
Hall 527 Broadway. Servicesnational capital. It is 'proposed to
Sunday at 10e20 a, m subject, "Uncombat the attorneys 'for the "spereality:" Wednesday, 7:210 o'clock.
eal interests" who appear regularly
Sunday school 1.34 a. in. Public
*ally session befoie the committees
cordially invited.
calagress, by attorneys lit the incrests of congress, by attorneys In
Baptise.
he interests of the whole people,
FIRST- The Rev. Celvie Thompshe shall be employed by the bureau
son, pastor. Services morning and
a counsel to determine the relative
evening.
:alive of legislation to the corporaSECOND-- Regular services tote= and to the public. This people's
morrow.
obby. It is claimed, will aim to give
vide publicity to all proposed roeCharlet Notes.
(tensional acts threatening the beet
The Wometes Home Missionary so"rests of the people. The organiciety of the Trimble street Methodist
taiga Is deafened to he entirely nonchurch will meet Monday afternoon
'artisan. Independent of coneentratat 3 o'clock with Mrs. W. L. Puckett
el capital and of organized labor,
926 Harrison street
.nd established to further good triestires and to expose and detest misending, special or vicious legislation.
rite control and management of the
lobby will be vested in well-known
held in $300 bond. Seat's has a ram
C MTV AL DEPE N DA NT.
men, Including Mark Twain, BenjaOe. He denies the charge.
min Ide Wheeler, Lincoln Steffens
15e4sse4pel
411rieter,•• Kaye Re Was
and William Alen White.
Local Omens Wins.
Something coming.
Cisme to Life.
Nicholaserille voted not to have ace
Glasgow, KY., Fept. 22.- -The Peo- )(ions, yesterday, the Prohibittonrsts
Barnes May Get Odell's Posse
The Paducah Central Labor Union
New Yolk, Sept 2,2. -Herbert Par ple living in the western part of town winning by a majority of only eigh- is
to get into a damage suit and a
sons, preshient of the Republican are very much excited over the teen votes. Women'served coffee at
Paden* nnion mac is to bring it
county committee, was lolled
to strange condition of Ant George Bur- the polls and held prayer meetings This was decided
this morning after
Oyster Bay unerpectedly today to gess, who, with her husband, moved for the allecelul of the &Intl-saloon
Leslie Purdy had held a conference
dine with the president. When he re- 'here from near 'Nolte, in this county, movement.
with his attorney Eugene Graves
turns to his desk tomorrow morning some five months sirce. Since locatThe local option election in Wood"1 was the principal 'spieler'
for
It is expected tho program for the ing here Mrs. Burfees became afflict- ford county yesterday
resulted In a the carnival and worked five days at
Saratoga contention, which
meets' ed with a malady, said to be oonsurop majority of 633 votes for prohibi- five dollars a
day," Purdy declared
next Tuesday, will Neve been map- tion, and for several days had been tion.
this morning, "and the union paid
led out. While the final decision growing worse. Yelterday it
was
all but me and my piano player,
eats with President' Roosevelt and given oat that she would not live
Desire to Kill.
French Owen, colored. I have selovernor Niggles,
through the day. She sank eroduMaysville, Ky., Sept. 22.-Chester cured an attorney, and
although I
ally all day until 11 o'clock lest night Savage, the thirteen-year-old boy am
a union man, intend to get what
-Mies 'Lillian
Lancaster,
now when she seemingly passed away. 'Who, it is charged, shot and killed his is coming to me."
'laying with Louis James, assumes Several neighbor women were called cousin, William L. Savage,
has made
?tardy was able to be out the
first
he part of Mies Latebert, the lead- in and the body was laid out prepar- a confession to Harry Ort, the chief time
today, atter having been ill all
ng lady In St. Pane during the let- atory to deeming for burial. While of police. He says that he started
the wek of malaria. Purdy is the
ter's illness, and acquitted herself so waiting for the burial robe, some- out to kill 'somebody and his cousin
chief "spieler" of the city, bearing a
well that Mr. James said her youth- thing like thirty-eve minutes from being the first one he
ran across. be reputation undisputed as such.
ful Woke was the only bar to her the time the woman had died, she shot him
He says he had an ereassuming the part of Lady Arthur surprised all present by moving. An eistable desire to shoot some one.
Rank Statement.
Permanently.
1%vestimitian revealed the fact that says he loved his cousin, but could Reserve increase
,
$7.779,526
she wa1, ,brittathing.
not help shooting him.
Liss U. 8. increase
9,745,21.5
Loans. increase
7,422,200
Serious Name Amilnet Farmer.
-Mrs. A. A. Balaleyes Millinery 111/1sie, increase
13,170,000
Elkton, Nye Sept. 22.- Jucksen Opening will take place Tuesday and Legal*, decrease
949,500
Sears, n wenithy farmer of this coun- Wednesday. teeptember Seth and Deposit Increase
I 7,763.90 u
ty, Was arrested at nts nome, seven- loth. Onenboth evening* from 7:10 Circulation, increase
220,700
teen miles north of Elkton today. to 10:10.
charged with attempting to criminal-Mrs. A. A. lesiniey's
ly =satin the 12-year-old daughter
'Blanche Bishop returned to Opening will take place Tueeday
and
of Thomas Richmond, a neighbor. her home In Madisonville today af- Wedneeday, Remember
23th anti
Richmond lirouebt his isught4 to ter visiting her sister, Mrs W. H. Seth. Openboth evenings
from 7:30
town anti swore out a warrant for Sage, of Harrison street.
to 10:30.
Its141111 tusisi 'MITER slits
us cameo sacs, Sre* 511 0007*
Sears' arrest. It was served
be
0tvircr. reafte410 • CO.
Dewey /Meier Johnson. who lo,iged
Milts Ethel Robertson
'Dr. O. B. Gilbert hoe
-la visithig
satiaa is saes assaessals Isksf
gene to
him 'In jail the afternoon. He was In Sturgis, Ky.
i Dawson for n short visit,
'

D. E. Wilson at Harbour's Department Store
Fit

Exclusive
Millinery Opening

Tuesday and Wednesday, September 25 and 26
At 329 BroalwAy.

MISS 'LULA COBBS

Display
Fall and Winter Millinery
Wednesday, Sept. 25.
Girardey Millinery Co.

NEWS OF KENTUCKY
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People a F741

P.V.

Ptepaap4 Arent*

Some Are Suits
Others are Skirts or Shirt Waits,

No matter what

they are, they will be included in our Summer
Clean-Up Sale, beginning tomorrow morning.

In
is sale shoppers will have a chance to buy new
all garments for less than the regular piety

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT

311 Bruhn

311 litullbly
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Parties sending RI accounts of social entertainments will please alga
them, as Tile sun will not piebalds
communications sent in that are sot
signed.
Euchre Party.
Mrs. George C. Thompson entertained last evening at her home on
Broadway for the teteasure of Miss
Elisabeth Kirkland with an euchre
party. There were five tables and the
color scheme of pink and white was
carried out. It was one of the pleasant parties of the summer. Refreshments were served In the evening.
In attendance were: Misses Lucia
Powell
Catharine Powell, Helen
,Hillse Gene Morris. Henri Alcott. Er.
use Teeter, Anita Keller. Julia Dabney. Mary Cave, and Elizabeth Boswell. Messrs. Warren Sights, James
Wheelee John Orme. Edward Cave.
John Cullinane, Milton Wallerstein.
George Thompson, James Langstaff,
Ned Aabbrook, Tom Cobourn. Salem
Cop* and Clay Kidd.

River wages,
NOW IS THE accepted time for
Cairo .....
13.9 6.4 feIC
you to look about your fire and tornaChattanooga
11.1 0 3
1.0r do Ineurance,
as fall and winter are
Cincinnati
7.1 41.5 fall
coming. Remember the old and reEvansville
5.4 0.3 rile
liable
Friedman Insurance Ageacy,
Florence
4.8 It I rise
Office N. 128 South Third street. Of.1 oh risonville
5 6 0.4 rise fire
telephone No. 940.
Residence
Lonisyllie
3.3 0.0 sed
Phone No. 1581. We repentant some
Mi. •Carnsel
1.2 41.0 tied of the
oldest and tostensuraace fereNashville
12.2 0.8 rise Paula,, which
are Paling Inter low"
Pittsburg
6.11 0.7 rise
promptly. We protect your interims,
Davis island Item
it
2
3.1
rise and you better
be sate than sorte•
St. Lotus
41.1 fall Give us a call.
Mt. Vernon
4.4 0.6 fail
HEATING and stove wood. Pmalt
Paduesh
6.5 tee fail
Levin, both phones 437.
This time Met year the river was
going up with long stride's and by
the 25th had reached It feet. The
river is going down now equally as
swiftly, the gauge this morning registering a stage of 6.5, a fall of 0.5
In the last 24 hours. Buisinees was
fair at the wharf.

FOR RENT-Oari aide of store
42/ Broedway, Phoites 151$.
FOR SALE- Thirteen-room isoasi.
Modern conveniegees. Old pboae 464.
FOR RENT-Nice furnished mince
408 Washington, old Wile 2300.
FOR RENT- Furnished room
119 South Fifth.
-741111Auc-A number one fluor
spar, 1126 South Fourth street.
CLEANING and pressen
-Ts neatly
done. James Duffey. Old phone 718-r.
WA NIIIID-Tissi Hon
as stenog'L
replier. Address C.,'tare'Sun
FOR REN11-leurnished rooms
416 South Stith. Old Phone 1786.
R
ed front
room, 617 Jackson street.
WPb
-1‘Aj
sai
North Ninth street, at No. 3.
140-P-SE GIRL
wanted.
Ciodel
wages
Apply 107 Broadway.
WANTED--Cook, Good
wages,
with room In yard. Dr. Sanders, 318
S. 6th.

•

And a little work will make clean
clothes if Hart's 0. K. Washing
Machine is used.

THE 0 KI
Is as simple as the old washl
board and its principal is just!
the same. Not being so harsh
on the clothes, it saves the
fabric and leaves the buttons on.1

flier Transfer company.
. •
-City subscribers to the Dail,
The Wash Hoesbell pissed up for
LOCAL LINES.
Sun who wish the delivery of their
Louisville last iiieht wen • tow or
papers stopped must notify our eoi11 barges, from the Mississippi tile
lectors or make their requests direct
er.
to The Sun oaks. No attention will
Another big towboat arrived from
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
be paid to such orders when given to
The Coti/elon Club.
TAKE A LOOK
the
-C. L. Brunson & Co. have mov- our carriers. Bun Pub. Om
upper Ohio river last night and
The
Cotillion
club
probably will
•
ed their Bower store to 529 Broae-Dr. J. V. Voris. dentist, 200 Fra- not give any dances until Thanksgiv- tied up on the far slime of the Isway.
ing, as they have no available place. land.. it probably is the Reapeewtitch
ternity building.
--Next week the second corps of
-Our customers are our best ad- The Palmer house will be completed was expected here this week
"staff physicians" wilt be selected vertisers. Ask your neighbor. Brad- by that date, and the plans now are
The Saitillo will leave St. Louie
for Riveriede hospital. The
first ley Bros. Phone 339.
to give the first dance anout that this evening for the fennessee river,
"staff corps" was .selected August 1
-One load of our Neil rafft oats time. There is a sentiment among arriving here Sunday night.
for two months. The present staff is you an advertiser for as. Bradley many of the members in favor
The Russell Lord
has returnee
of
composed o Drs. H. P. Sights, R. E. Bros. Mime 43
giving only about one dance a from St. Louis and will 'PIM, today
Hearne, surgical: Vernon Blythe and
-A balloon efret•US1011 and free month, Instead of every two weeks for the Tennessee river after ties.
The Kentucky is receiving freight
J. S. Troutipau, medical; D. T. Stu- band coneer will be given at Waitangi as heretofore, and to make all the
art, gesso-urinary; Carl M. Soars, obRy eitternoon
dances favor dances, and a little today for the ap trip to the Ti•nnesstetrics antrii Harry F.
.0
11thert, Osteopath, 400 1-2 more elaborate than the usual dan- me river this evening at 6 o'clock.
The Jim T. Duffy will leave today
ear, eye and mese.
ces 'heretofore
Broadway Phone 196.
WANTED --MeV to attend to
for the Tennessee river after ties.
-W. guarantee to please you
-The management of Wallace
horses and cows Apply 1600 Jones
The Duffy arrived from the Cemberwith Old Taylor, Ky.. Lump coal. perk has arranged for a balloon *sCard Party for Visitor.
street.
EVIVII.E%•••••EllaiNIEESIZE1414E4Vtiot
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
Mts. John M. McCandless has is- land river yeeterday.
een/don Sunday afternoon, &imamFOR HAMBURGERS and Hot TaI!
The
Henry Harley was toe EvansMr. Abe Anepatcher. bookkeeper ber 23rd
Also a fine band concert sued invitations to a card party to
males go to -Shorty's" 111% Soeth teat by young man: good Penman,
be given Monday. afternoon at her ville packet today.
at the City ,National bank, is acting by King's Military band
quick at figures. can operate any
Third or 127 North Fourth.
The inverneu probab'y will not
assistant cashier In the place of Mr.
--Something new--A clever mag- home on West Jefferson street comstandard typewriter, am also firetHICKORY
WOOD
-Phones, Old
Charles Richardeon, who is spending azine for the railroad man. 'Twill. plementary to her guest, Miss Susie leave till Tuesday or Wednesday for
Best of refer442, New 518. Delivered promptly. clams telegrapher.
a few weeks in Tenneasee on a vaca- too, interest everyone but has an MeCandless, of New
York city. the rivers after ties bone a dearth
ebees. Address M., care Sun.
E.
E.
Bell
4
Boas.
tion.
especial attraction for the railroad Euchre *Ill be the game and there of barges.
TATirEN 1tP7=Ottii-ilgItt red .leiThe Buttorff will be due to arrive
FOR BR$CK-WORK and grate re--e-A balloon ascension and free man and his family. Get the first will be twelve tables.
from Nashville disputa, sight and pairing apply to F. Augustus, old say nrilch cow about five years oldband concert will be given et Wallace number, only 10e. R. D. Clements
Dora Not Know Anderson.
no mark nor brand--will give about
park Sunda,/ afternoon,
Mr. J. W. Little, the spoke man.
& Co.
•
etegietered
at the Palmer today wait until Monday noun before leav- phone 232. New phone 690.
gallons
lee
milk
day
Owner
per
can
stated today that he did not offer to
°glace peaches are be-The management of Wallace arts: H. A. Dunlap, St. Louis: E. ing for ClarksvilleFOR BACK- -One h-orse and buggy.
Two boats will be put into the Bartain if wed at once. Address Z., receive same by applying at 1103 go on the bond of Cicero Anderson.
ing raised ig the yard of Mr. E. G. park has arranged for a balloon as- Stillinger, Oolumbos,
; L. Owen,
North Eighth street and
paying charged with
Boone, the well known insurance cension Sunday afternoon. Septem- et Louis; J. R. Ktiox, Cincinnati; J. river from the dry dos ks today The this &eye
murdering John Mix,
charges
Scents
of
Davenport,
and did not know the boy. Midtown
man of South Sixth street. He has ber 23rd. Also a fine band concert T. Reeder, Smitheonia. Ala ; J. C.
fa., and
the
IPOR RENT- Three unfurnished
NIGHT SCHOOL- Bookkeeping, offered the bail.
.Henrietta. The Gate City and the
one tree, which this year bo,re about by King's Military bud.
Harris, Nashville;
Boyd. Philrooms for housekeeping. Apply at
A
Shorthand,
Typewriting etc., only
Will
will
be
rained
100 peaches. He has cultivated the
oat
In
their
pia; 1107 Monroe street.
-Old Reliable
Carterville. ft.. adelphia: C. le Chase, Memphis; C.
$4
month
a
Drsughon's
Practical
ees.
Both the dot*, and ways are expeaches Meiself and is proud of his washed nut. and
Sell for Debt.
egg coal Is the M. Ballard, Chicego, G. C. MoClarin,
HOUSE 4
--ND
-LOT for sale- Lot Business College, 314 1-2 Broadwee.
periencing much tenable
achievement. claiming that he raises cheapest.
A house at Tenth street and Kenkeeping
Bradley Bros Pbose 339. Louisville; A. (3 Chapman, LouM4061611,
four
room
house, 420 South Phone 1165. Call, phone or write for
tucky- avenue be.onging to Mrs. Ida
the biggest peaches in the city
yrna; „Ede- Apo. Chicago: F. C supplied with lumber All the local
MO. Price $60o. For particulars see catalogue. It will convince. you that
---A balloon ascension and free
miles which handle steamboat lumHemet has been ordered sold for a
-The Su dace ea prepared en
NffOlt,...cola
Rupp,
lcaeo.
A.
cantralla,
Mrs. Lazio Ray, 425 South 11th.
band eentert-wIn be gtven at Warfare
Desughen's Is the.beets•
• debt. by the court, and the master
ber ate rtished with orders. Steamfurnish the very latest things In enIle; J., C., Burno, Rochester. N. Y.
park Sunday afternoon
-FOR ItEeTT --Up-to-slate five room
CLERKS AND CARRIERS for commissioner will sell it at public
graved or printed railing cards an.1
Belvedere: B. J. Jacobs, Cleveland boat lumber is high and the price
steadily is rising. The Kit Carson, cottage. 6Z3 North Fourth. Inside Paducah postogire. Examination in auction October 10.
invitations of any sort, and is mak•
O., J. 1). Templernan. Nashville;
of house should be meet to appreciate November
Notice.
Government
position.
fag special prices now.
R. Kann*. Chicago, J. E. Jones, which has been lying up Woe the
IL E. R. Dutt or J. W. Lockwood. good salary, fine future. Thorough
All members of Lodge No. 26
--Thieves stole two chickens from
leopkInsville; L. R. Noble, M•ttoon, docks for several months, will be
Deeds FlIeld.
Perk 11A1.2)--limay terms, 8 eau preparation by mall, text books furthe yard of the Rev. T. J. Owen. Knights of Pythias are requeetsul to Me Mrs. H. M Massie. Tea Center: repaired there as soon a. limber cm
J. B. Sleeth and others to Sarah
bowls. Ia Northview addition UMW nished. Rush. Address 288 Inter- Broadfoot, property near Third
be gotten.
1014 Hareems 'street, last night. - a0 present at Castle Hall Sunday at Mrs. Dora Dean, Cunningham
The Pittsbure Dispatch
Elizabeth streets, $364.
--The management of Wallace 10 a. m. Call meetelig
Colonel Viktor Van de Male resays: 12th street oar line. W. D. Greer State Bldg.. Cedar Rapids, Is.
A. S. BARKSDALE, K. R. S
3, Et eleeth and others to Sarah E.
park has arranged for a balloon asWANTED. FOR: U. 6. ARMY turned home last night from a bust- "Twenty pilots will take a trip On 527 Broadway.
the Sanford Hap', under the direction
WANTED:L-000d cook immewitate- Able-bodied unmarried men betwesta Broadfoot, property near Third and
cension Sunday afternoon. Septemnets trip through Illinois. •
s , Good wages to slight party
ber 33rd. Also a -fine band 'concert
Ap- ages of 21 and 35; citizens of Ilaited Elizabeth streets, $350,
Miss -Matti. Cook, of New
Or- of Capts. Tliseestock and
by Kings Military band
Court Notes.
leans. Is visiting Mrs. J. 0. Houser. Dawson, down ti.e Ohio river Tues- ply to Mrs. Alinuteder, 1221 Jeffer- States, of good character and temday as far u Wheeling. W. Va. The
steimt.
Katie Ashoff was appointed this
--Rev. Mr. Meacham. a noted
of South Eleventh street.
perate habits, who can speak, read
Minister of Remington, Ohio, will
Captain John Webb bag returnee trip is for the put pose of requaintine -STRA--t-COW toted oo F.4ghth and write English. For information morning administrator of the estate
eettes
e est the atemeleig -and- rewire
'
to Padimais after a business trip to the pilots with the present conditiott
reet, betimes Terrell-and Durrett. apply to Recruiting Office, New Rich- of the late Joe Ashoff.
of tbe channels of the river, which Apply to Mrs. Howe.-eighth street mond Hoare, Paducah, Ky.
services
Opem
Mee Cincinnati and other cities.
at the
First Christian WheelDec..
74%
church, Seventh
74%
and
Jefferson
Miss Anna Hill has retarned home can be most readily observed during .letwien Terrell and Soraott..
Miss Catherine Robertson la 'li-W
-71NT-E5D--Wif I pay $4.00 per
May
95%
78% from Wickliffe, where she has been the low water season. The channels
streets. Mr. Meacham is mentioned
Rotnaa gold watch day for first-class tight barrel head- lting is Morganfield and Cedar
are always changing somewhat their
as pastor of the church
visItIng friends for several days.
either on Broadway or South Sixth ing sawyer. Will pay good wages Springs, Ky.
Dec.
42%
42% . Mies Claire St. John, and Miss course and a close Investigation street. Return to this office and re- for block wheelers, square heading
-Do uot be deceived.. Bradley
Mr. Richard Scott will sing the
May
43%
Bros. are sole agents for Carterville,
43% Carrye Warren are at home again with such conditions Is a large part ceive reward.
cullers, stackers and piteherie. Come offertory at the. Broadway Methodist
Ill., washed coal. Phone 339.
after a several days' visit with of the Mock In trade of pilots. The
on. One circler and a number of chinch tomorrow morning.
-Leilf---White letter
bird
dog.
Dec.
33% friends In Evansville. Ind., and Lou- river is now low, having (ellen to
33%
Paducah musicians are in deMr. J. D. King. special agent for
Both ears lemon. Any information Mock makers. H. Alfrey, Little
less than three feet at Davie Diana
mand in surrounding towns and UM/
isville.
the Louisville division of the Illileading to his recovery will be re- Rock, Ark,
13 17 13 12
fame of the Paducah Military band
Mr. Carl M. Fink. of Louisville, dam tonight.
warded. Fred Rudy.
THE NEW VETERINARY Hoop; nois Central, was in the city today.
The Dick Fowler left at I o'clock
Is drawing for Paducah no little adstate president of the Travelers'
Dr, I. B. Howell has returned from
-1-VANI-ti0b=-Man and wife or two Mi. Farley & Fisher, veterinary enr9.15
9.14
vertising . This morning Prof. Bert
Protective association. Is visiting this morning with an average trip to
Atlanta. Ga., where he attended the
geons
dentiets.
facilitlei
Special
and
gentlemen
comfortable
for
room,
Jan.
Cairo.
Ian.
9.25
9.23
Ktng. leader of the band, in company
friends in Paducah.
National Dental asaoctation.
win, or without board. on West Broad have been provided for in constructing
No Cairo packet tomorrow.
Mar.
9.41
9.39
with Messrs. Joe Bonds, Bertram
Mr. Charles Blaney, a well-known
Dr. E. L. Stevens and wife, of Parway. References exchanged. Ad- our new hoseltal wh'ch pliable* us to
No Evansville packet tomorrow.
Brown and Ben Prism, want to Eddy- Stock.
passenger coaetuctor of the Illinois
is, Ky., are visiting Mrs. M. D. Wildiseases
horses
treat
all
dogs
and
of
dress
"P," Sun ogle*.
No excursions Sundisy.
1.74
1.74
I. C.
yule to play. King playes the cornet.
Central railroad, has returned home
liams, of North Fifth street.
'lee:Ka-Blackpurse _emaiintne_ Irathr Most modern maater. We hare
N
Brown *Ito, Bonds bar:tone and Price_
_
• 1•41% Leg% from Illinola. where he has Dana vie- .
Mr: Sam Hubbard has returned
•Volesasts.clue,
airy,
sanitary
a
up-to-date
rod
to ten and two-live 'dollar bills and
U. P
1.87% 1.26% Ring Mende for several days.
drums. They **I return tonight.'
from a visit in Water Valley, Ky.
The Ohio at Evansville, no maplace end one that is eoraplete in every
Rug.
----When you order a rig from es
-1.50% 1.49
Mrs. Q. Q. Quigley, of Arcadia, terial chatige during the next 2-4 to oilier change, also postage itemise.
to 829 Broadway and receive detail. We invite you to call and inSt. y
1.78% 1.77% and grand-daughter, Miss
you are talking to one of the proFaith -36 hours. At Mt. Vernon will con- Return
-Men. A. A. lialsiey's Millineryspect our place. Office and hospital,
Mo. P.
prietors or capable clerks (not it
•
97%
17% Langstaff, of Paducah. who have tinue- falling during the next 24 rewash&
Opening will take place lese•day and
South
429
Third
street.
Office
phone
Penn.
1.42% 1.44% been visiting at Sulphur Springs. hours. At Paducah and Cairo,
driver or hostler) who writes flies and
A MIDDLE aged
widow, eery
Wedweeday, September With and
will
Cop
wealthy, nice looking tired of "sin- old, 1345; new, 153; residence, old Stith. Opeoboth evenings front
fills the order at appointed time. Pal1.14% 1.13% Va, will return home tonight.
continue failing dureig the next se
7;30
'
,
Smel.
gle blessedness" wisbee to corres- phone 1816.
1.55% 1.54%
Mr. Allen Jorgenson, who has eral days.
to 10:30.
Lead
80
71% bees visiting relatives and Dienes in
THE AFIANT W. J. Forrest states
The Tennessee at Florence will rise pond. Lock box 406, St. Joseph.
C.F. I.
56%
that he did on the 17th day of Sep56% Padacab. returned
last night to during the next 36 hours. At John- Michigan.
NOTICE.
U. B. P.
1.06% 1.06% Fatter& where he is chief dispatcher sonville. will commence rising toFOR
fcibaeii) factory cor• tember take bp as stray one dark List of new subscriber% added by the
U. S.
45%
45% for the Illinois Central railroad.
tier Fifth and Clay streets, Paducah. hay or brown mare about 10 years
night.
East Tennessee Telephone
us.Dr. Alfred H. Flower, a prominent
The Mississippi from Chester to Ky. Apply to the Imperlai Tobacco old about 15 hands high and about
petty Today:
Local Markets.
pounds
physician of Boston, MAU., will ar- Cairo, no material change during the company of Kentucky, Henderson, 850
marked
white
on
2186 Schuman. Ada, 435 South
Dressed Chickens-20c to 35e.
sides saddle marks, scar on right 4th
rive Wednesday to visit at the home next 24 hours.
Ky..
Eggs-20c doz.
thigh In fold, and appraised by C.
of Mrs. J. M. Buckner. Eiehth and
2507- Duke, In°. A., Mayfield
A.
-MODERN HOME for sale. Ms
Butter-20e lb
W. Emery at $100 and hereby made Road,
Jefferson streets. Dr. Flower Is the er.
rooms, bath, furnace
hardwood
Irish Potatoes-Per bit. 70c.
youngest brother of the Rev. George
Mr. J. S. Fisher, of Benton, re- Soon, up-'o-date In every particu- of record and in the stable of W J.
C R., 19th
and
Sweet Potatoes----Per bu. 7-5e
Forrest on North Eighth street in •Adams.
E. Flower deceased, for many years turned home today after a visit to lar. Apply on premises
The latest exquisite creation
at 416 North
HamsCountry
lb.
lec
the
city
of
Padueah, Ky. W. J. Forpastor of the Christian church, of the city on business
of liaison Vio'et (pro. oanced
2252-Hes▪ ter; J. S. 1414 Flourfifth Street.
Green Sausage---3crest, Subscribed and sworn to by W. noy.
Paducah, and one of the state's faVecelay)of Paris It has reMr. John Trent. storekeeper for
VATEDMee
white
little
girl,
Sausage--10c M.
J. Forrest this 20th day of gieptemmous ministers.
the Illinois ()entree returned
ceived the venetian of the
this or (-Cored,
2157- Presnell. Gilbert, Mrs,
to stay on the place and ber, 1906,
Country Lard-lie lb.
C W. Emery, J. P.
Baggageman W. P. Banners, on morning from a business trip to ('hithe
most fashionable in
1102 Jefferson.
help
nerse
baby
two
years
Good
old.
Lettuce-5c bunch
the Illinois Central between Padu- cage.
fashion eine es of Europe and
Like other commodities telephone
home•and wages to nice child. Call
Tomatoes-40c galloa.
cah and Centralia, has resigned and
Four Chine*. Bide.
is sure to be popular here.
Mr. W. M. Tucker, foreman of the
service should be paid for according
N.
2i0
at
8th
St.
Peaches
-45c basket.
Four bide were received at the ieth to its worth and
taken a run out of Cairo. He suc- I C boiler shops, returned this mornIt is remarkable for its pervalue.
1.LMORGAN'llacksmltb. 409 mian canal commission yesterday
Beans-10c. gallon.
sistence as well as its sweet,
ceeds D. J. McDonald, who was kill- ing ltota Chicago, where he had
for
We have in the city over 2,000
S
Third.
Old
phone
457.
Superior
Roasting
Ears-Ilec
dose,.
supplying Chinese labor for the work subscribers or five
ed in the Fifteenth and Ohio street beeh celled on business
rehired bouquet
times as many all
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent of canal construction. The
Cantaloupes-30 to 40c doz.
wreck at Cairo several weeks ago.
Miss Or
America- the independent company:
William-', of Prey(
outside
Sore
for
stone
side
wire
the
tires,
Butterbeens--10e, quart.
China
Contracting company, of Engle the city and within
No successor here has peen appoint- Station. is in the city today4, visiting.
the county we
rubber
best
Urea
made.
Celery---40c dozen,
wood, N. J., offered to supply com- have 63 times
ed.
Mr. Thomas W. Petterson, et.-Muras many subscribers as
WANTED- Nice little girl, white mon labor at ten cents per hour, and
Mr. C. Blaney has returned to ray, formerly a well known newspathe Independent company. Yet we
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
colored
or
to
place
the
on
stay
and Joel Julian Reubens, of Washington, will place
work after a several days' layoff on per man, returned home today after
a telephone in Your resiWheat, 65c be.
amount of illness.
a business trip to Padtteah. He es help nurse baby two yearsotd. Good who bid eleven Ninth for the sane dence at the same rate
the IndependCorn, 84e bre
Dr. W. S. Stone, of Benton, return- now on the road for a Nevada sheet home and wages to nice child. Call offered to reduce it to nine cents if ent company, is supposed
to charge,
Hay-From Jobbers to rot mi deal- ed borne thir morning.
at 2211.N. 8th St.
15,000 men were called for.
lron work*.
and provide In addition, long disters-Strict grades
Cheme Tim,
Commonwealth's Attorney John G.
CONTRACT
OR WEI-ICEL-- Mason
Mr. C. C. Akers has returned to
ance facilities which will enable you
lucarversted
$17; No. 1 Tine, $16.50 No. 2 TIM, Lovett retureed to hie home
in Ben- work in the ), C shops tater a ten ry and concrete work a specialty.
According to the way their moth- to reach fifty mfilloa
DRUGGISTS
People from
116. Fancy northern clover $16. ton Oth. morning.
Office 126 Smith Fourth Phone 410 ers feel, 90 per cent. of the boys who your home .
days' lay off on account of illness
FIN sae k,.hems I/4
From country wagons; at ;subtle qualphe'ne 1237. Prompt it- •go back to school in the fall at.
Misses Lillie May and Corrinne
Miss TOmenie Wallace Of SC John's
Call 300 for further lefornistion.
ity medium to very poor, $11 to 117 Whustusil
Night Ben at Sid* Door.
leave Monday for Atlanta, eieleity, is in the city VilItetsg her teatiffWte all estimates,
starting streight for the White EAST TENNK.1$1111.
TELEPHONE
per ton for vetoes mixtures.
Olt., to Visit Mise Willie Blanch Ash- dieter at 717 Campbell street.
4-14rAINIPIODt-Gibere
-iii-itititiSeiiiiiiii-i nouse.-New York Press.
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GOVERNOR HOPES RIDGELY WILL NOT
co CARRY FIRST ASIAND FOR CHANGE
Returns to Capitol Att. r a Simplified Spelling of His Title
Fortnight on the Stump.
Meets Rejection.

SATURD.V1. SEPTEMBER 22.

PADUCAH ( V.f,a) THURSDAY, SEPT. 27-6rolids Baca

Mackime Shop

• GREA
BARNU1111 & BAILEY
TEST SS 3,3( CO'1017, ON EARTH
F.....t ually at house in Europe end Atuericis —In cloke touch midi every styttrcte of or nitwit Amon emicevur, and nine). Um hoe to
present ti,.
sod latest'oink* la circus divertiennent 11
liNTRODECED EVERY BR: FOR kkON k EATI.It E TO AMERICA Maintains Re=
. smoosesed PePt more Interiteljer.o6in
toner abows combined—Not a rnore she*. but a on ivenitv tilli Mairenie-44114titsg
mem ole Meth before. 1-11k-A I 'A
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THE DIP OF DEATH

Frankfort, Ky Sept. 22 --- In
an. spirits, after one of the most
ittabu-tore eaten* triIlle trips ever
made by a candlciat •. Governor Beckhaat returned from westein Kentucky last night. where he hat; been all
week speaking !a the Interest of his
eaadidecy for United States senate/
He remains In his allies hero today
to Clear up some urgent busintsas.aud
ou Saturday will drive over to Lawrenceburg, where he ie scheduled to
Wake a speech to *be Democrats of
Anderson county.
Beginning this recent series of
speeches at Winc.kaater, aud takluS
a des off for the Roan reception at
Loeisville, the governor le• been on
the' stump aimost every d.s. for almost two weeks.
Winchester. Taylor. Larne. (Irmo sole, Graves,
Muhleistserg
and other counties adjoining them
have poured out Democratic r
rs
by the thousands to hear tem,
them thousands have pledged t
Wires to support hint In Use ant:miry.
After many coateresees with his
friends throughout that section. the
goVerner le assured that the First
district and that entire end of the
state will roll up a selendid ntarity
for him
Notice to Coal Dealer's.
P'sdurah, KY • Sept. 18, 1906.
Bids will be received at the mayor's office, until 2 o'clock, October 1.
1906. kir the furnishing of coal, nut,
lump, slid slack, for the different
pay departinests, for the
winter.
194111 and 1907.
Tile city reserves the right to rejeet say sod all bids
LI A. l'ElSklit, Mayor.
NOTICE.
The annual meeting of the *lockholders of Ott Langstaff-Orme Moueteetering company. will be held at
their office at Paducah, KY. as the
12th day of October. 19116.
It W RANKIN See and Trees.
—liAMMELING, THE TAIIA/R.
IS SHOWING CoMPLIETE LINR OF
TROUSEIVIN(lik OVER.
'
,OATINOM
VENTINUS.
or
EARLY
INSPECTION RFJIPI(ITPTIALT it4)LICIT le D. TICIIIPOS41511•V AT 42$ %RUNWAY.
--(kir ;Wrens are urged to have
any iwommary repairs to their beating
made at once imilead of waiting ulltU the fell rah sets In.
Henueberger 03. Telephones VIM.
-Boxes for the ROM' Show will
he sold at au, ti..p Ii, the Pahlby of the
Palmer, MOIsrlay etening, September
eith, at 8 o'clock.
DeWIt t's Little Early ,
Pleasant little pills that do not gripe
er sicken tetti to I.ang Bros. •
MIEN WANTKI).
—
—
No Man tser all Nerd Apply.
There's tstie %ign that'll getting to
be a common thing in AMerloa.
Soulless eorporationS are retiring
men at 60 They are not hiring anyone over 40.
A baldheaded man often looks le
years older then he is.
A man with gray heir &warn does.
It_is Important normelles thin a
man look as Noung as he is: It is
vastly Important that a Man tarsier
a family dependent Min him shourfl
take care of his hare
If you hays dandruff --get rid of
It.
If your hair ia falling out--stop It.
If your hair is turning gray -don't waste any time.
There is cote sure remedy thiet will
cure these miefortunes and aid you
to remain young.
Parielaa Sage, the great French
Hair Restorer, is gearanteed to, petinanently remove dandruff in .six
days or your druggist will give you
your money back
Parkhill Sage stops railing hair—
restores gray hair to Ms natural color,
It Is the best beautifier for ladies
hair as It makes harsh, lusterless
hair fluffy, soft and beautiful and is
not sticky (Jr il'estae•
Parisian Sags Is sold and rigidly
guaranteed by W. B
McPherson.
Price rA cents a bottle If You cannot
oblate Parisian Sage from a nearby
droll:1st, send us 50 cetits, stamps
or sliver and we will send you
It
large bottle. emotes prepaid.
01111142U1 MPG. co, litocheeter hi, Y.

Washingtiso, Beet. 22.-- William
Barret Ridgely, comptroller of the
currency. la the find government officer to take a firm tand alletinflt the
president's new order for simplified
spelling. Mr. Ridge:y can afford to
be independent, even, if be weie not
naturelly‘
so. Ile wet reappointed a
few days ago far a tern, of fhe
Years, and under the statute he cannot be removed. He will millive the
present admfalstratIon officially by
nearly three years. M'. Rldgely received a consignment of printed matte' yesterday in which his official title bed been it:entitled from "comptro:ler- to "controller/' to conform
to the new rue of aIJiiplified spelling. He refilled to 4 ept the revision and armed with a copy of the
revised st.ttutes. calfett on Acting
Secretary of the T:easury Keep. Mr.
illidgely took his stand upon the atatntes,*eleclaring that the law creatint
hts office cinght to tie the highest authority 0 to the proper spelling.
Later Robert J. Trarewell, controller of the treasury, took the same
view and insisted that his own official title should not be "simplified "
— ---Try Mended Liquor.
The Cr:idled members.of the goyernmelat pure food law commission.
In session here to lanr the arguments of the toed and drug producers end jobbers, were publicly urged
to take a drint--nay ntnny drinks-•by Warwick M. Hough. counsel for
tee distillers of blended
whiskies.
Mr. Hough set seversi bottles of various spirituous liquors before the
commissioners and
apologised for
the scantinces of the samples offered mi. Invitation was incidental to
a hot fight that was waged before
the commission by combed representing
the rival
distillers, of
"straight" and blend whiskies. For
an hour and a half Mr. Houeh spoke
before' the romffitedon, caitiff* tllit
the eatise In the pure food law discriminating against
blended whiskies bad been inserted through the
Influence of the whisky trust with
Intent to drive out of the field the
independent distelers who cut. or
blended, their products with neutral
spirits. Edmund W Taylor. 14 behalf of the producers of unmixed
whieityk branded the blended whisky as spurious. Insisted that it was
in no sense to be considered whieky,
and nuentained that the provedon or
the new Noe law concerning the
mingling of anything but like substances in the production of spirituous liquors should be strictly interpreted by the commission.
Condition of Kentucky Banks.
Washington, D. C., Sept 22\
The controller of the currency today made ptib:ic the report os the
condit:on of the natIounl banks of
Kentucky at the close of business
September 4. Compared with the
corresponding statement a year ete.
individual deposits have increased
from $28,384,239 to $31,042,260.
and loan discount, from $30,738.1100 to 9:13.397,464. Cash resource(
new aggregate $57,331.673, an increase In the twelve months of about
84.000 ono. The percentage of legal
reserves to deposits ts 16.37.

A Voung Lady Looping the Gap In an Automobile, 14-airki-dow•
BIG NEW ARENIC ATTRACTIONS FROM EVERYWHERE
, t,. P,-re Peri.
^ t• •
CArlalla
Troupe. •
.‘,, ,se

iitP1.
42

Art. +
Aitougalta,
firma Transit advasis
Twelve Hes- WOMOU and
Ckibires.
The New. Easeful and
Fascinating Div•rti•eMeet. 'Going to the
Rae.,," presented by
Eunice'. Most Unique
Equeerisa-Clymagets.
LES ROWLANDES
feat. of Swift
and Supple Actwbatism in,
over and emulate Tallyho Coach drawn "Ttze,
,
1..vr
Rattly HinSilig
WINSTON'S SEA•LJONAL
Seven Salt-Sea-Actors that Turn Roinereaulte and
Perform Marvelous Feats of Halantelug
The Higleet-Prieed Mid-Air Act in the world,
The Imperial %mem Troupe of Aeflallsb
whow
Double sod Triple Flying Somersaults
Astound WI lishoinies.
Glaris and Milky le Faultless Fisisit„
THE SISTERS GRUNATHO,
A TM414 01 Seven I.UAA Ladies who Perform
Asomiskine A.:robotic rests in Rail-room Among.
It LA-school equeetrisniant's News'. Novelty,
The Rag Tboareez=zi
rs.
neassge Heroessad

4

•

tkuv lit PIT TSBUR COAL,
— orrice. 124 fROADVJAY

FEAST OF FAST AND FURIOUS FUN BY A HOST OF FUNNY FELLOWS.
FORTY WARY ANDREWS in Rich. Hare and Uproariously Rolli*Avitioacesename—Buttoo-Bur.ting Dna of Burlesque, with aziy
Peenentel in THREE RIPI,.111. an T
iiituantesd laugh. per Minute
AGLIS. in Mid-Air and upon a Hose II inpodroap
-Tr_aoli,
Under the LAoc.txr CA N% AS P.4.‘it.iciNs ever constructec.1-1,200 r .011.r.-8 TRAINS. OF CARS—I2 ACRES ay Itaets
TEN
ORBES--100 CAGES 01 RARE WILD EV.APTS--()NLy }MR D rw gaiRAFFEA .Au tad,

.
A GREAT BIG CIRCUS OF GREAT AND BIG FEATURES •

Wlitaisot a Camissorsert
so Sara.
Two ashilletleas Daily, at1 east 8 P.M. Deers Open One Hoop p.arflor.
Apidsaies
,
rat. sem. NIAa&se Ueda /41 Yeers„ Mail-Prim. Prevete Ha sad Rearrest Caspes-Sass Earth *pada: es Lessee&
garM,,ere 1.,a be no Street Paraile incidentally•Solewlid •nd Aptioitsinal Free Show will be given 1,11 the I,.hihition t:rotti.t. alt
I
AM
I'M
Reserved
All
Notabered.
Seats
I ".
Private Rot and Reeervell Unsold -Souls-taint,* on Sale Show- Day VC (;rounds rt 0..niug
nailY
Roam alai dur rug the day at
McPherreecrin's Drug Store, Fclurtil end Broardway

Performers are always rehear.; utr
All winter long, If they are it
gaged, they wEl frequent the
quarters of the circus. "Of.
road" this indefatigable quest for
eelerity and ag:lity and onmethieg
new continus without Intermislon.
The privileged few who -are permitted to remain In the bit WA:1Podrome pavilion of the Barnum &
Bailey Greatest Show on Earth after
In the0-days of rush and burry the performances witness segue
incourtesy Is often forgotten. In the terest:nit scenee.
As sson as it is
Mad, pell mell rush of our life littl. over and the vast pavilion has been
thidge are done to offend that we cleared of the crowd, the rings
and
rather remained undone. A hastily aerial spaces. deserted only
a moeaten meal and its resultant head- ment before, suddenly teem
with
ache may cause us social or finanrial busy life. Sleek, well-groomed
horses,
loss. The wise man or woman is the full of life, but apparently
lacking
one who relieves little Ills of this the pride that even horses
display
sort by a little dose of Kodol for when they are before au audience
Dyspepsia. it digests what you eat. are brought out and riders digested
Sold by hang tiros.
of their spangles and eating; go
through their *Of as cheerfully and
Bootleggers In Livingston.
conscientiously as though
twenty
George McCune. under many in- thousand eyes were watching them.
die•ineate in Llyingeton county for Far tip in the air. gymnasts ",rest"
illicit whisky selling, was timed $1,- themselves for the night show, and
2•00 on reverareounts and had to go incidentally limber up their muscles
to jail in default of the necessary - by turning a fere liner and double
'where with." His companion, John somersaults.
The Slogriat:Slibone
Covington. was arrested
here and who have been one ofs tobletr OP
of
taken back by Deputy Sheriff Clark the show, as likely.tis n , demonFortson
He is sander twice the strate tlisi..fact that they tan accompnumber of Indictments.
lish double twisting somersaults as
readily in a comparatively empty
When two strong men cones to canvas as when their daring is stimblows. evee if they are well-matched, ulated by the strained attention and
It Is not a pleasing sight, but if the succeeding bursts of applause of
man who gets the worst of It will thounande of _people. The Imperial
use DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. be Vienne e arta* of serial:eta demonwill look better and feel better Is strife the possibilities of flying
short order. Be sure you get De- through Ow without wings or mas
Witt's. Good for everything a salve (+WOW Diabelid Butler, who hes alIs need for. including piles. Sold by ready risked her life once doting the
Lang Wog
afternoon never Surprises way one by
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Facts Thai Cannot Be Denied

SIEVES' AERIAL TREMPLIN,
Sewn It WI ir Gynina•ts, Perfortnii.4 I “it. ulf
IAILLALION ArrtahAlle Daring.
THE VORLOP OCTETTE
of(lie and Charming [lancing (inks
ALL.T1116
crisetwr
HORSEMEN AND HORSEWOMEN
Piereotbifr108te DE MOTT,ELLA RR ADNA and FRED DI:Rite...1,, i
. . ., , „.
MeEite ISTILite. Principal lip ie•tr ien nes. the ItOON ll: N.S,Amnion's M .,. ,, , . ..,,, •
— ..
I 1.12t,N .tt,i I hi I t
L ED•iii. , WM MEEkOno: and many others.
Three Heeds of eiii_asd Little Ps
:
10-01041M:
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All kids et Trailed labial Displays Marvellous 1..Qd!NE IHSPLANS--Pretty Performable, by PETITE PONI .s.i_W-17motto( OLOWN-MULE8 and DON KEN'S.

CONSTANT REHEARSALIt Is a common saying among cir
cus mon that "ring shows" have r. •
rehearsals. Certionly such a thing aa series of rehearsals for a big c:reu
Is unknown. There is one e• •
dress rehearsal. and the fli-st ii
pea amance is often as good a hundredth. Looking at it eas,i
It would seem as though a cit.
would require at least as much te
hearslag as a farce comedy. TI
is the same mingling of vaudarts: and, in one ar in the other, tto
conicity depends to a great extent o:.
the act.on. rather than the words.
Is here. 'however the Inherent 41,ence occurs. The farce corned) t.
lines lhe circus Performance IA"'
is gives Fa this city would be equally
effective in Berlin of in the City 4'
,
Mealcu. Ti.:e performer depeads up•
on the equialap director— the stagmanager of the circus—to know wilt
Ling it
to terminate his ace
the circus artists report for dut,
program has been made up and It
place assigned epee it.
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When you buy Pittiburg Coal you get
bigger bushels, better coal at: d the must
coal. Every load weighed by a sworn
Weigher alid certified to be correct. Every
lump is of superior quality and dug by
skilled union miners. It holffs fire ove:
night and it don't clinker. No slate, -no
dirt, no sulphur, no waste and no bad odor
in the house from burning it. Our Pittsburg Coal gives satisfaction and- you get
value received for your money. Let its
quote you prices.

PITTSBURG COAL co.
Office 126 Broadway.
BcIth Phones No. 3
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, Manager.

BUFFALO
-

Modern

-

-

Higloost Grade

-usualmorisl-m-f-72-=----..._ssomommasepasommusarnimaysammia

OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS
Every few nuances between Hotel, Depots,
Wharves and through Business District.
EUROPEAN PLAN
te ew ear .64 ee,
GEORGE DVCHSCHEIRMR
P to prillet

FIREPROOF THROU0/-40UT

D. H.
Baldwin & Co.
klansfactrers

PIANOS and ORGANS
Sell On installtnenta at d
take (slit instruments in
exchange,

COAL
COMFORT

DISTRIBUTING OFF ICE
518 BROADWAY

You will be comfortably
situ atd, too, this winter if
you let us 511 your coal house.

W. 1.1,111.1. 0114,&, BRO. I

Our coal is as gocd as money
can buy. We can furnish you
nice bundled kindling, too,

one

right along with

your coal.

Order now.
--Walking over to the big broken circl..
Climbing into her auto and taking a
Vie around the "gap." In the ring,
the clowns go through their performance as,an adjunct. to the ridintl
acts with as
much
aseldit't:t
a
though a "hand" would follow the
performanee, while one would be al I
meet as safe in wagerIng that
I•edgeets and Romeys who .are indefatigable workers, will be disco,erect presently getting an appetite for
supper by practicing their pretty and
effective•rlding end driving acts.
The big show exhibits in Paducah
next Thursday.Septetnber 27.
Good for the cough, removes the ,
COld, the cause of the cough That'ci
the work of Kennedy's Laxative I
Honey and Tar-- the original laxative cough syrup. Contains no opp,
•
ate*. Sold by Lang Bros

Both Phones 203

Johnstoo.Denker
Coal Co.
ECLIPSE

SKATING RINK
Skating Afternoon and night.
Sixth esti lircAtilway. Regis's

Daring Balloon
Assension
And Free Band
Concert
At Wallace Park
Sunday, Sept. 23d.
Free to All.

A TIP
See Bradley Bros.
About Your Wigter Supply of

-COALSole agents for the old reliable Cartersville, Ill.,
washed nut and egg coal.
Telephone 334

J. E. BIVENS, Mgr.
Adrulssiou 10c
Sieber I

'cue Use 112111.

SUBSCRIBE FOR HIE SUN.
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assisted In this ley Mr. William Mete
bie, alto had taken notes, the
admitted the tat-din-Ma and gave her
version of the importance of terdiness. She explained that she had
APPEALS TO WOMEN
more (aversely th•n the full.,,,
been sick in the first months of
which accouate latece tor Is to polkii
school and that that partly wee rety
It is especially compounded toe
sponsible for her tardinesc. Tbit in
theatre peculiar to them and has been
Arbitration BORN' Heard Prof. March or April she was reported to $176,26 , Mors. Titan Some h uoughls testtd tor 53 ears,
Nice house cen1
the board for (cur cues of tardiness
By AGNES and EGERTON CASTLE
Lid, and Miss Morgan
:ocated, only
trally
Wsek
Last
Year,
and
was
titled eighty cents. ske
A 1111401•IJ
"The Pride or JennIce"
site offered the tecretary of the hoard
in Payment and that he accepted
COPYRIGHT,
1906,
BY
EGERT ON
CASTLE
Seierwl Henan, lamseamed in ('rues. Afty centre She asserted that
there Itallroads Pri000ll to Take Care of
Examination of Teacher and
were other cases Iasi year of tearhere
Truth. sod ladder l'ontinsirs
ol...••••111•1•rwo
Superintendent.
rill !Atengthen
being tartly and that she did not beGreatly in Demand.
d tone the en
lieve they had been reported as rigire system, aid di010[114 101 her OW n cars. In an"It's a eannuil! By the power+. It's
41hOpe the Lord may forgive we for
. stem •i f. keep
swer to the statement that she bad
WITHOUT
a wommi Tim. Tim" roared Mr. setting up and worship*, an idol. I ADJOCHNS
ACTION
ice bo•ele up n,
SR %Matti:ET REV IFNI'S WEEti
the
left
Melding
giving
without
noNine for private boarlinK
O'Hara. "come to we this minute or believe there's something airtime that
It us picvin lint
tice, she *aid the did not remember
id cnring
brain ye."
In the commeadmeots, darling, bnt
house or ha two
seeing Superinteadept Lieb. That
ConaliOnS of his Invalid negligee he sure, maybe ski Moses wouldtet have
VcIt lisidatbs,
Three blocks from Itioad
The public must bays thought the wben she left the building she did not
rose In his 'hair but. curiosity proving been so heed an thole Israelites if
Bank clearings
$762.159
Ilervassuss.
way and In good neigh
stronger than decorum. WWI nimble to they'd had the
school
begird
she
nitetinge
know
would
weite spirited,
not return, and that
mp41w he eels*• pre.
Same week hiet year . 806.4495
Faistisi Spells,
tear himself [nun his pest of vantage ty women is the midst of them instead but the board of arbitration meeting- she told Professor Payne
borhood.
Water rent
she was
Increaise
175.201
(Intaglio.
at tbe window.
of an old &tit calf."
list night would make the school not sure site would returp. The
paid. Ring 834 t or call
Trouble,
tides,
"Oh, the (toady little foot!" he cried
At this word Mistress Kittyrgave a board meetings iook like
the aide cause of her absence she said wilts
There was nut signficani
at 428 Broadway,
ledipsties,
lis rapture, as smelted pink silk instep perceptible start.
show beagle a three-ring circus.
the tact that the teas cloying into moo ef the week in the
and a brocade slipper of daintiest pro-Oh, dear." said stir. "neve,. never
Osmosis
The meeting was textured
witn another htuate. In regard to the world in Paducah except that lb'
per:non enierged In a little china of "peak to me of that dreadful animal
Costientse
Mice from the dim recesses of the chair again! oh, Dentin" she said, turning perstinal tilts, swift charges and statement by the superiatermient that early pryidictlous as to fall business
tery Nan ought to
upon hle delighted vision.
apou him for the first time her full counter-charges, and. of course, the she fated to sotify him on (me ar- are more than being borne
yi •t once.
out. 'I,/he
He turned for a moment to bellow eye., as melting and as pathetic just Irrepressable American humor, in ea/ton that she would return, before
bank clearings show the same merkagate law the room:
thee Sig it was Is their ememealtiou to elleetioolaig the ellethe to methane it the prewelliert tigoe so to do. the
ed increase over the corresponding
L A Oak, Ky
"Tim, you limb of Satau, where are look, "I am In mad, sail trouble, and I was suggested
to Meet Sunday after- said she tried to reach him by tele- week of last year, as has existed for
you at all? Sure I'm not fit to be don't know whet to do!Backache,
noon, but some one objected that it phone.
several weeks. There le the greatest
men by &ay lady. let Weise Nth•fast
Anse Miw.frolluoud a delicate baudPain in the
the denied being instinorttnate. activity In those mechanical trades,
as that'."
kerchief and awned It to her eyelashes. would be working on Sunday. Or.
•
intim he pupped his bead once wore whieli she almost believed herself had Brooks said this was a case of the anti seed she thought her attitude wh!ch ate the foundatiou of proeaci Hips and Groins
"Ox in the ditch."
tbrough the window ouly the ottairmeu heconts quilts moist.
ever had beets one of courtesy toward thy. after the primary Limeade, of
Is meet eases are *kart meets of
Both Superintendent Ueb and the school tiothl and its pretident.
°Me levier" cried- Mr. tellers. prenorugled the street.
good crope—darpenters, bricklayer*.
WEAN kWh FAS amid INFLAMparing to admkester the Met form of Midt Emma Morgan stated their sides
"It's for the ground floor, of course
INE.
he object on of in- mechanics and.unek,Iled labor. ConAnswering
I
MATION oF TIIK SLAIn itt
err the French marquis," said O'Hara, consolation that occurred to him.'
Supt. LIM) was requested to npcaak efficienc3, sho said she probably
MACKINA
C
tractors
report an actual demand for
had
"Be quiet," said Mistress Kitty testiand oat down feeling as flat as • ion.
The
strain
on
the Kidneys awl in
first, and made,
*a fol- stayed bagger In the stud) of one these clasees of workmen exceeding
ly. "get up, Mr! I pave to coasult
cike.
flamed membranes lining the epee
lows, his °Net-liens to receninstudillg book beciestie of tbe Dreeular
you.
the
There,
atthere. sit dowel. Ob. I
espolY.
The next Instant a knolls •t the door
of the Madder producipe these
MIAs Morgan for the English position. tendance preventing more rapid
proIn the local freight yards, the
twat the quick blood !lying to the red am in earnest, and this lo truly eonpains
He
said
he
thought
it
was
an ir4per- gress, abe sad the superintendeet pirate already has become Minor:n.4!
brad. The "limb of testan." more ,TeuMr. (tillers, though Ath some reluc- sousi matter. That it was the au- approved her COUTJIN to her and never and the expansion bas no
orally known as Tim Mahoney. an invisible ett,1
ggatiating. untidy fellow, with it (-un- tance, obeyed. He drew his chair as nerintendent's duty to recommend gave her any intimation that he,' as yet. The rail* baldly beeonse cold
sling bee und a (vexing manner, stood near to the widow's as she would per- and that every Metter tad tee chancwork wig got tritetacter. fib, said between the dassage of freight Dame
the threahuid. tain hint, mid pursed bis lips into gray. es pf securing re-election. If either she had corrected
VOW his wager
aisle PaPers and In Iver3 architect's ottl--e In the t ItY
Then he kgked with his thettn. reveral
the mine:pal or superinteedetat rec- haeded theft heck to
the senior are plane not otily fur a large amount
shillti know iny Lord l'erne7," began
Elites over Ms shoulder and erupted
ommended her,, ettea she would tie claps $he declared It wits
not true ef work At pretest Mit ter work
Abe fascinating widow.
with amulets enjoyment.
to the committee, that she had not assigned lesteges for through the winter zed even at, far
-I do." ialerrinited the irreprethible recommended
eie'bet Is ler bald O'Hara fiercely
Two times give relief, and the boa
If neith- a week 60 111$3e of the Cl&teen, but had ahead as next spring
Tim winked, and jerked his thumb !Neiman. "and a ile.-ent, quiet lad he which reports to-the board
The city has
will cure any ordinary case of KidIs, though, devil take Mitn, he makes so er recommend her, she would not be done so eery da3. As for the time an unusually large
MCP more.
number of comney or Bleeder trouble. Removes
SPEND YOUR VACATION
"Spiak. or by heaves* FlI spoil your
mentioned in his report for recom- th# stiodeses preekred their lemons, mon laborers
attracted bare by the
Gravel, Cures Diabetes, Seminal
beauty for you:"
ON THE GREAT LAKE.S
mendations for teachers to that com- that she- could not tell. She had sent extens.ve public
mei
private
ImSteknif
"Time Mather!" cried Tlin, srith a
1 •avri it% eta D
Emissions, Weak and tame Back,
mittee. He said that he fail.4 to Suiserintepedent laleb her
mr:tng the enjoyment o. all ti,- 54
day's work Provement work going on during the
rambling, subterraneous laugh.
ore
Rheumatism and all irregularities
s'anlAire• wto, h marine •o h
recommend $ia. Morgan tweet is his Plan for the day the was
summer, and there could have been
absent.
can mos olepevd betty ant Com"Me slather, 11180"
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
judgment
expert
as
an
could
fort are prime c-inaiderat inns
not
susregard
to
executive
In
her
ability,
apprehension
"'Aye, yer honor," Mill the scamp,
that they would become
Througt: Tickets sold .0 all points
ash and women. Sold at 50 cents
tain such a course!! The first speci- she thought there were seme things a burden
and twew.ir checked to destination
Idle, as O'flars's foster brother, was
upon tbe city with this (couNo
ma
box
the
Cure
No
Pay
basis
fic
TAMIL'S
charge was eick of puntualits:. Ilec about a school which a woman could lee of winter and the cessation
D•C
well aware that his master Weeded uo
of
MAC I4 I MAC DIVISION
by lillePherson's drug store, Fourth
produced proof of that asserilon is not attend to. She said the superin- building
each gentle tle. -Sure, she's beard
and Improvement operations,
linoslays &•Semials 51.16 A. le
rour honor's wounded, and she's come
and Broadway, sole agents for PaMiss Morgan'. own hend•ritiar. tendent sa d en one OCCIDI.011 that
•I memo & rounds.4.00 P.M.
she but the at tioa of the ally legislative
111,erleye6*Tietionlaire 1,00 P. id
te visit you. 'I'm &Dither O'Hara's
sent
mail
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receipt
by
upon
That out of 29 canes of tardinets la
FT41100 a Is A. Mr
All the moat efficient principal he bodies In 'meeting improvement von.WA'1"rodelle
Meter.' says the"—
• •
of prim to Lark Medicine Co., Losthe High 'school last year, Mho Mor- then had. Sve thought she had con- tracts for Immediate
Poor Trips per week •,.
execution, obJesse isth
"And am I sot?" cried a awes* mks
MAI* Ky.
•
Dews
rell was tardy 17 times. The chae trolled the Iligh school all right. viates any such contingency. The
behind him. -Or. If .not, at leapt a
ttbesse•./
termert
allowed no interruptions to his state. She said her's was the beet (thy cer- sower work and
illiespee Pak
very, very dear muslin. and. In any
the street contracts
Line
arreel""
Sat
mine with
en," Illergeonia. DODO, alannepnie
meet. He went somewhat Into de- tificate. Shit sae not forced from will keep, together
stn. I must see Mr. O'Hara at once,
with the building
pant. pem
tails about the vaxious phases at her the principalship but west into the operations, practically
mid alone"
DarellOor
all bands emetv111106
tardiness.
"Po be sure." cried O'Hara, eagerly
Knglish position on a choirs. Neither ployed
safe P. V.
Lowe Dew* dory
That means Prosperity to
UPS w
only
•no•
rising In every way to the :gnostic:a
The second count he inside was for the principal or the eeperlabendeat the nierrithats.
It is the secret of
Lee. C .•..1•001 haw 110 t5 P. is
eV leaping forward, ellbow in the
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HARNESS
COLLAR
Insubordination
Avg.* Otirolt dab
5 105. II
He said that when were, miqualseed be *54.tee „sextette economic success to keep a papilla
lay um Immo. Innen me tOmima
Lady, you villain! Oh. my darituse7'
MAKERS, SADDLE HANDS,
the preaddent of the school board with her work. Wm was elves to un- Coo continually employed
leg Jet, wet Seger
In nsefu e
tried the Irishman, opening generous
C •I LINE
MACHINE
questioned her about being tardy, derstand front a eonversation
OPERATORS
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lavieN
and
with
Mmim lialarma Clan&M. Pm.
prdllteble
pursuits.
arms, "but I'm glad to see ye! Tim,
wow md
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that
CUTTERS
the
AND
thought
she
was
the
principal of the High school that
you *mandrel, shut the door behind
S....41 •two cer• Steep iS ttintreted
Kelton Irsr,sp.,rt•I t m farnhillorl fres
early enough. He said that she left she would be recommended for rePersonnel Addams
you'it desired after a lair trial Steady wore
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gartmat•ee
oompetent
til•eannos.
to
the school April 26, tette, without election.
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notifying him, so that he could supOPEN SHOPS
skies being masked. "But there was
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Exam Metker.
weekly trade and lenders report folApply So Either f tie Itolieeleit
not a moment'. hesitation in the ardor
ply a substitute. That the had two
•'1, It Mel use torety Kittle"
noose,
The reit* of the e‘ ening was devot- lows: The wholesale and Jobbing
of Mr. O'llara's welcome.
J. P. FTRAL'• SADDLERY Co.
many bones about looker• few swum opportenitite to notify him that, Morn ed to crotai-questlocing SuuerintendEVANS% ILLS.
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AND
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trade.. continue active though SOUK
"Sir, sir!" (-tried a faint voice from at cards that one
,
wocid think they log, having loft In the afternoon. ent Lieu'. A protracted
Sete,M Linn rows. sire. ('o.
CAIRO LINK.
m- thing like, is natural reection frorn the
behind the folds of lace, "what eon- drew fa hie skin!"
CIADDLIRMY
CO.
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J.
Vt.
That whas on Iles, occAsion he caned
ST. Mat:111,
duet la titer
"Hoek" said she. "I can't abide her attentive to her Imiebordleatioa, elation by Mr. Patterson was ruled high teneion of buying of the past six
(Incorporated.)'
"Oh, slather darting. sure, use heart's him!"
by the chair as irrelevant. Mr. laleb "Asko Is noted. Mautilactureig MMusshe
said
eahstaMially,
ICvansville and Paducah Packets.
"Let them was allowed
been hungering for you! Another &INC
to respond to Mies Mor- try Is active as heretofore, and sold
Mr. O'Hara half started from hie
fine me I the school bawd) if theyme dear, dear cousin:"
armchair. "Ray but the word." said
statements and answered up conditions and backward deliver
gan's
want to, apd I will put in a bill for
"Mr. O'Hara:- cried Mistress Bel- be, "and I'll run him through the
them subelantelly as giien before. lee are almost universal, though she,ribs
laire, In tones of unmistakable irieligna- le neat as"working overeime."
Mr. William Marble, who bad been meat" on orders are very heavy.
Son: tore off her mask and stood wtti - "Oh, be quiet" riled the Isly fn
AND CURE THE LUNCS
The third count he presented was appointed to fill the place of Mr. Ell
The, prosperie of the farming corn-pastiest bosom and fiery eye.
much exaspalition. "How can you ineSciency. Ile said that het ClasIPPS
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Boone.
who
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sick,
upon mush,es is such tbst a general hold"Tars and ages:" exclaimed tbe la- talk like that when all the world knows did not make
Steamer* Joe Fowler and Jolts S.
the prtseresa they should an exhaustive cross-examination of
ing movement would have had sr
pigeons'Nehmen. "If it tune MP love- he Is to be my hothead!" a
Hopkins, leave Paducah for /Vanshave made, especially the 'senior Mr. Lkb's statements.
Hts object important effect upon the return of
"Tour husband!" Mr. O'Hara turned
ly Kitty!"
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
class.
That
she
ealphsteised
minor
Was to show them in favor of Miss money from the country. The demand
"Mistress Bellaire. if you please, Mr. in angry crimson to the root, of his
Special excursion rate DOM IS ef&Hata," said the lady, with great dig- :dem red hair. Then he stopped, Buffo- course's of reading awl skimmed ever Morgan. Mr. Patterson eeleavored
fect from Pacitickh to tevan.ville sad
the country for currency
st.I1
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the really importeat part. tie stile to make Mr. Veto's failure to report
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peseta) of witieh I have heard so much yen gaby," cried Mistress Kitty, with repeatedly. That she rare', if e;er gan
to this 'school board, as it de:relic- until Miter October 1, when the crop
has not interfered with the strength of i chenille, smile.
Surest and Ciutcxent Cure for all
handed back the papers which the Hoe of his duty at slime intendent.
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Wheat, Inciudlag flour exports for
now In effect from Paducah to Cane
with much Interest, upon the left for his loos the protegees plebe and be that Professor Payne heard three of had not reported them to the board,
and return, with or without meals
felt just a little slinky and swimming. her classes March 16 when she was because it was his duty to report to week 4,678.000 bushels against 2.175
branch of the chandelier.
and room. Good music and table unFor a neeouil Mr. O'Hara's glib Mistress Kitty's eye Weenie ever more absent, that he inetructed Professor the committee on exam:nations and -4UNI bushels this seek of last year.
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6he Bath Comedy

CHARGE'S STATED I
AND ANSWER MADE

BANK CLEARINGS
ON THE INCREASE

NO REMEDY

Hostetter's
Stomach
Bitters

4

1 FOR RENT
$7 Per Week

J. J. SANDERSON

3

-7gtoe
"CoAksT L.
To

LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CUL It

WANTED!

3

Pelee

e•

KILLTH,COUCH

Dr.King's
New Discovery

FOR

NEW STATE BOTEI

ffeo „

FINE
PIPES!
CHEAP
PIPES!
Pipes

STEINElt CLYDE

ANTALMIDY
s

ABIAll L. NEIL & CtP DAAUGHONP.S.;

5c to $10.00

--

SKIM & NAGEL'S
Drug Store

Henry Ilammen, it.

Second
Friday
Bargain
Sale
The details of
our second Friday bargain sale
will be given in
this piper next

NEXT WEDNESDAY AND THUR.SDAY OPENING DAYS OF FALL AND WINTER MILLINERY

The greatest exhibit of millinery
ever shown in Paducah. We want everybody to visit this store during these opening days
The latest models, the newest and most approved styles, the best workmanship and the
iichest materials, linked with the greatest economy in prices, will be found
here. nil store operates with smaller expenses than any Broadway stre can
possibly operate with to do the big volume of business this
store does. Our low prices for the highest
cies; milinery are an extraordinary advantage not to be found in Broadway stores.
NEW FALL AND WINTER Hitless separate waists. We think Broad000fl61.
watt prices ,ire 15e a yard. Our price
_
We quote you prices not obtainable is telly lot..
in ttores with Broadway expenses.
H.INDSOME ALL•WOOL•1141t4)ADTwo thousand yards of new
CLAJTH.
et;
.
marverised Taffetas in plaide, checks,
eoliele for tailored suitor separate
tu:xtures and solid colors, great for skerta and children's coati: comes in
school dreams. splendid for shirt red, garnet, brown, gieen, reial blue,
waist suite. separate skirts and navy and
rick black, Worth 11.26
waists. We bardly think you can a yard. Our epochal
price.$1•09•
match it on Broadway for :est than OTHER NEW AUTUMN AND WINa yard. Our wit* is only 1St
TER DRFettil GOODS IN WOOLEN
NEW ()MIME PLAIDS.
!ILliTE111.1L8.- g j"' ''
e
Broadway priest 16c and 20c a
Prices range 15e, 17 eac, 25c. 28c.
card. Our price I5c.
354, 37 ea te 45e, 541e, 59c, 64e. 69c,
NEW QUAKER SUITINGS.
764. 70ceefue, 95c, Site a yawl; and up.
beautiful gray checks. Atelier and
NOTH'E.
misturde. Broadway prices le loc ; The Standard Fruition company's
and 200 a yard. Our price is only 15e. new improved high-class. stylish
NEW MOHAIR LUSTERS.
penfect Retina halt ons here at only
A tip toper for shirtwaist suits and
Sc, 10c and Iiie None higher. The

Designer and Rig leeshlon catalogue eompared with Briodway pricea.
tou.o. AND WI,NTElt UNDElltWISAK 1.,LA IcHltilf., 3DINriii AAIll s-nas...m...
at 1414' each.
We know of no law to prevent you
AND HOSIERY.
NVo used our money freely whet
THE NEW STYLES IN (VATS, coming to see them to make compariWe
loather
made
was down for the future ben,
extraordi
nary
efforts
to
SKIRTS AND WM.
eons. If we are not head and shoulet t of our customers. The coastUde extraordinary Assortment. noth- dens above others in qua0.y sad get better hosiery to sell at he.
10c.quneer are we own
like it in the city, newest styles, style for the price wipe us off the 12 9sc. 15c and 25e than la usually
MISSES AND CHILDREN'S SCHOOL
rtlieg valoes, astonish-big things face of the earth.
bold at them Pekes.
(tempered with Broadway stocks and
PhleIFIllfde FITTING) TAILORED
SHOEle.
Heavier and better children's and
Debedway prices. We have made
SKIRTS.
Mimes Union Belts at 96c. Heavier
Good as ever before at $1.041 and
greater effort's than ever Gefore to
Made by one of the best skirt man- Ited better Vests and Pants for wow- $1.3.5 it PAW
'sweats the general public. This sea- ufacturers now in the businesa. It en
at .Sc a garment. Heavier and
WOMEN'S SHOES.
son's collection is the bee we have will repay any woman with a skirt -better
Union Suite and separate garGood se over before at $1.26.111•50
Irv* ehoWn.
want to inspect Chia line. Prices menet at 60c.
$1.7o, $2.00, $:.5.0, $3.00) and $3.60
WONDERIer I. VALUES IN COATS. range $3400, $3.50. $3.75, $4.00,
Heavier and better underwear for a pair.
Borne In smart niestiek mixtures. $4.75, $5.00, $5.50
$6.0o, $6.60. boys at elic and 50c, for men at 50e
BOYS' SHOES.
plaids. etc-some of doe all wool Ker- $41.75. $7.50, $8.5.0. $9.60 and up.
'and 65c sold on Broadway at 75c.
Good aa ever before at $1.25. $1•35
Sete. some of handsome broadcloth,
TAILORED SUITS FOR FALL.
MEN'S AND BOYS' CIAYIBIING.
$1.6.0, $1.75 and $2.00 a pair.
some of silk, some for eeueral utility
Many, here and lots more coming.
With so much smaller expense than
MEN'S SHOES. 'I
wear, some for triorelleg, sonic for We have started right in the begin- Broadway
houses does it ~to strange
Good as ever before at $125. $1•50.
tuutomobIllog, some for dressy even- ning of the season with jigeclal val- Oust
we can save yott money? A $1.75, $2.00, $2.10. $3.00, $3.60.
log wear. The prices ire a marvel ues.
sleet stock now here to select from. $3.135 up to $6.00 a pair.

Thuvki
Harbour's Department Store it
The Kentucky, Both574ones

North Third Street
HALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY

Friday Night,Sept. 28

Annual tour of Jacob Litt's incomparable company in the most popular
American play ever written

IN OLD KENTUCKY
Written by C. T. Deazey

Bigger, Brighter, Better than Ever
An entirely new $20,000 production built especially for this , tour. 50 rollicking, frollicking
pickaninnies. 6 Kentucky thoroughbred
horses. 'The greatest of all horse races. The famous pickaninny brass band.

Prices 25c,35c,50c,76c, $1.
àthiñi
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A
Thoroughbjed
Tramp

A Story of Colorado.

Fine Scenic Displa

Commendable Cast.
Hurrah Fun!

Sensational Effects.

_Palmer,

One Joyous Night

Tuesday Night, Sept. 25 Thursday Night, Sept. 27

Just

There's Nothing
Beyond Us in
Garment Making

Happy
Hooligan's
Trip Around
The World
S. W. Pascoe

Mr. and Mrs.

;John T. Powers
the Rollicking Comedy

HULDA GUNDERSON She Looks
Good to Father
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